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■MAINE C E N T R A L
E X P E R I M E N T - NO P O L IT IC S IN H IG H W A Y S SAYS
April 16.
“ It is the finest country
NELSON.
ING W I T H N E W S P A R K A R 
in the world for moose, reindeer and
RESTER.
mountain sheep.
Why, when I left
Following up still further the actHerschell Island last spring, I passed
Highway
State Land Agent and Forest Com ton taken by the State
for six days through a herd of rein
Commission last August to the ef
missioner Blaine S. Viles, who has
Catches Enough aud Sebago Lake deer, estimated by old-timers to con N. H. Harnden reported seeing a
fect that the State highway departtain from 100,000 to 200,000
ani flock- of wild geese last Monday
d w t returned to
Augusta from a j rnent is to be run free from politito Supply a City Dinner.
morning and also hearing their
mals.
business trip to the northern part of cal influence, the State
Highway
music the evening before.
They
“ There they were, as far as you
the State, states that the
Maine Commission Saturday adopted new
, , .
were
flying
around
distractedly
and
___.
,,
. I A special from Sebago to the could see with the aid of
field
Central Railroad has been engaged mles ctn ering the matter more m B t
p t says:
acted as though they were in a
glasses simply one big moving mass
.. ,
.
,41 , detail as tire following
transcript1
strange country.
Frank
Rollin
recently in making experiments with! „
,
~
. .
Mayor Curley of Boston is enjoy- j of animals,
I had seen big
herds
^
x
. i from the records of the commission
counted
24
in
the
flock.
About
6
the Mudge-SLater spark arrester in in<jjcates.
ing a brief vacation here and inci- j of reindeer in the north,, but nothing
o’clock a. m. they started in a northTiew of testing its efficiency in pre
dentally proving himself a
clever like that before.
They were
all
, ward direction,
senting the escape of live sparks1 Voted- that a c°Py of tlie mlow' fisherman.
This morning, with the cows and calves, the mating not j
from locomotives.
In these te s ts '1,1s circular letter be sent to every , ease of an old-time angler, the Mayor
tlie
| Our Taylor Hill, Strong, Correstaking place until the fall, and
cheese clotli and cotton batting were present employee of the State high caught almost enough salmon for a hulls probably being 200 or
3001P^dent also reports a flock flying
placed along the road and it was ! way department and to every news regular municipal Fourth of July miles away.
They were tame, and over that section Monday.. They
found that the sparks did not come paper published in Maine.
, dinner.
would come to our tent at night, j were
low enough so that F.
Augusta, Me., April 17, 1914.
In contact with them.
Mr. Viles
ap_|P. Nutting coubted them and there
BY OX POWER
while
they
would
allow
us
to
T , . 71 ~ ...... 7 7 7 ' . . 7 * 7
7 To Employes State Highway Detoartthinks it very probable that the rail-i
J
r
“ Golf may be all right as a presi- proach within 15 yards of them in were 80 ^
flock.
, ...
XT
I ment and the General Public’
these
road this season will attach
Ii> view of toe approaching politi-1 denttal recreation,” said the Mayor, the day time."
I■
------------------------------ =
cal campaign and September electexhibiting a record
catch
Near the British and Romanoff at other times, when the going was
tion of the State.
ion, the State Highway Commission, to some friends at the West Shore
I schell and Flaxman islands, Arden j down to between ten and
At Houlton Mr. Viles addressed
twelve.
believing that only the highest ef-l camp, “ but while I aim Mayor
meeting of land owners and others fjciency Gf
office can be main- tilink 111 boost fisll™g It s tlie says the mountain sheep are plenti- There were always the delays when
interested in forest protection,
at tained by entirely eliminating polit- greatesl sport ever 311(1 wortk affiy ful, in fact, the whole country, he they would have to stop and get food
irhich time methods of forest protec- {c.aj activity therefrom, has to-day discomforts.”
declares, is infested with game
for tlie dcgs, who eat deer, mounttlon were discussed and recommenda- unanimously adopted the
following! And Mayor Curley did have *°
Arden passed the last 12 years in aln sheep and moose.
undergo some discomforts, too, betdons made for the appointment
of rules|the region of Hudson Bay and in the | And then there was his descriphis salmon.
Leaving
-fire wardens for the coming season.
i —No employee of the State High-; fore
7 7 he got llu”
J1“ 6 Yukon and Alaska.
His first visit tion of those long summers
that
These appointments will be made way Commission in any capacity will Bo& on Sa urday night, lie came here,
the Yukon was in 1908, when, as sound like a fairy tale—the days durPk°rBy '
be permitted to actively engage in ,
train
abtoniobile, and yes>j hie pUts ^
Herschell Is- ing June, July and August when the
While on his trip Mr. Viles also the political campaign of.any party, i ie tells ll nm,self—by oxen.
land on the international boundary sun never sets, but is as high in the
addressed a meeting of the Forest-1 2—No employee of the State High-]
vorythin^ went fine as far as by hieliograpll for the dominion gov- heavens at midnight, almost, as it
era’ Club at the University of Maine (way Commission shall be a candidate lartlamd ’ac,eoTdmg to lus story‘ |eminent.”
Since that time he lias is at midday.
He also told of the
*
There he and his party secured au
and| for any public office.
upon the subject, “ Forestry
been engaged almost exclusively in long winter nights—during part of
3—No employee of the State High- tomobiles and started on the last leg fur trading with tlie Eskimos,
Forest Protection.”
He! November, December, January
and
of their journey, only to come
to
sun
left Herschell Island on April 28,1part of February—when the
grief when it was hut half complet
1913,
a
few
days
before
Inspector,
never
so
much
as
puts
its
nose
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, Beytz and hois party of mounted po- bove the horizon,
I
ANNOUNCEMENT
in mud huh deep and all the push„ „
. ...
J
ing and tugging of the Mayor, two
“
for ™v* ,zatlon’
But although the sun is not to be
Mrs. F. B. Burns wishes to announce that she has leased the
chauffeurs, Dr. John Dowling F. L. reached Victoria on August 2, 400 seen during those winter
months,
M O O SE LOOK AYEG UN TIG HOUSE
Daly, William Ahern Joseph
J. mLl€S °f the 30U'rney being made byj there is often the moon to take lip
Li’ for a term o f years and will open it for the season May sixteenth, nireCrotty, Edmund L. Dolan, Mark A n - l " SCOW al0Jlg the ° ld Cr°W
the mondroua tale-big, fine moons,
teen hundred fourteen.
gel, Alfred Cutts and William
E .1Porcupine rivers.
: Ardne says, that are nothing like the
• 4 H H W H H W W H H H W H W V
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Tinzler would not free them.
Arriving in Victoria he found the Edmonton variety, although ours are
A farmer’s house was
discovered Cbisana gold stampede to be at its supposed to he of very fine quality.
half a mile distant and a yoke, of height, and immediately joined inj . Arden has come across a large
L A K E W O O D G A M P S , Middledam, Maine
£ oxen were brought to therescue.
For
tlierush> returning in February of number of prospecting parties, but
yea,rThe camp, he says,
is what they are looking for whither
One o ! the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake.
one dollar- “ amd Ithought sure it itllis
they
Pond £jnd Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best of ❖ j would he $20,” says the Mayor—they 400 miles <up the Tanana River, one Ithey are hound, are secrets
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. .For particulars write for free circular to
One big outa pulled the machines free, and
the of the biggest streams of the Yukon, j would never divulge.
Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
“ Last summer,” he continued, “ 6,-1fit, believed to represent wealthy inremainder o f the trip was
made
000
or 7,000 people flocked to the; terests, was at Bell River, between
without mishap.
camjp, hut most of them drifted out Rampart House and Fort McPherson,
Since
then
the
Mayor
has
spent
j % % w w w w »w w »
w w w v*
There was a Rampart House is three miles north
most of his time on the lake. Each before winter set in.
S E A S O N OF 1914
winter
camp
of
about
50,
but
|of Fort McPherson, and is the most
morning has found him up
before
another .big northerly trading post in the Domindawn and out after salmon.
Thus think there will be
Individual Camps. Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fish
It is a very i'on.
It is 280 miles southwest of
far he holds the record of his party, stampede this spring.
ing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
and with his catch to-day he was difficult thing to get to the camp, |Herscihell Island.
JULIAN K7 VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
miles
photographed by John B. Crapo of which is situated about 350
from
either
Dawson
City
or
White
W IL L OPEN MAY 16 AND J U N E
Lynn, a visitor here, thiat any doubt
Horse, right among the high moun
27.
of the fact might he dispelled.
tains, alt an elevation of 5,000 feet.
s
There is no doubt that a lot of gold
Reports from the Moosehead reg
way Commission shall act as agent exists there.
Before he lleft, Bill
for any company or persons solicit James ,one of the principal claim- ion do not foretell any earlier open
ing the sale o f any machinery, tools holders, sold has interests for $400, ing of the big lake, though the re
M ountain V iew , Maine
cent rain fall was severe. The New
or supplies of any kind to
the 000.”
Annex at Kineo will open May 16
F o r f u r t h e r p a r t i c u l a r s w r i t e o r a d d re s s
highway department.
As to the Yukon, Arden says it is and the New Mt. Kineo house on
4—Sufficient proof of the violation
as littl e known as when Franklin June 27. Both of them plan to close
L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
of any o f tlie above rules will
went in there, and he thinks it is Sept. 28.
Mountain V iew ,
»
*
*
M aine.
cause the immediate dismissal of
a pity that the government does not
any said employes.
take steps for its better develop
(Signed)
ment.
The fur industry is a very YARD OF 18 DEER A T CARRABASLYMAN H. NELSON,
SET. .
profitable one, the principal skins
Chairman State Highway Commission.
GRANT’S CAMPS,
KENNEBAGO, MAINE
to be obtained being mink,
white
Will open fo* Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
Our Kingfield correspondent re
fox and silver fox.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
T O M AK E T R I P OF 1,000 MILES
ports a yard of 18 deer at
the
Of the Eskimos, with whom he had
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
Hammond
Field
about
,one
mile
ED GRANT & SON CO.
Edmonton, Alta., April 1914.—City so much to do, Arden has only kind south of Carrabasset on the oppos
He said:
sportsmen who look forward longing words.
ite side of the river.
“They are the most
hospitable
ly to a few days of indifferent duck
The deer can !be seen almost daily
shooting on lakes and rivers
and people on the face of the earth. They from the trains on the
Kingfield
::
BLAKESLEE LAKE GAMPS
marshes, or an occasional pot shat are kind and gentle, and certainly not Branch of tlie Sandy River & RanOn uead waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
at moose would have become en cruel, as some people have described geley Lakes railroad.
> Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4
There is as much difference
thused and turned green with envy them.
Thursday of this week six were
! pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Wrtte for booklet.
between
an Eskimo and ian Indian as counted feeding.
at the same time had they listened
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
to the exploits of D’Arcy
Ardene, there is between chalk and cheese.
Island NEW
who has Come to Edmonton, for a Most o f them at Herschel
JE R S E Y
STATE
TRAP
brief visit after passing a
dozen speak English, but those around tlie
SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIP.
years in the vast north country and Mackenzie delta know only their own
In the summer they live
the land of the midnight sun. He language.
Edward Von KattengilJ, of ReA
from Bank, N. J., defended his title of
is waiting for tlie break-up of the in houses built of wreckage
Do you know that the RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD ice to take a trip of a -thousand ships, and barrel staves, and snow Amateur New Jersey State Trap
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE, miles to Fort Norman at the mouth houses in the winter. Their liveli shooting Champion iso successfully on
hood is obtained by seal hunting, April 4, that he not only won again
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SEASON, being about 2,000 of Bear river.
fishing and trapping, and they live this year but was able to better his
“
The
north
country
is
the
paradise
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery,
on seal, fish and reindeer.”
score made in 1913 when he took
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a of which sportsmen dream,” Arden
Arden told of the long dog team away the state championship from
said in conversation with the writer
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable at the Edmonton Club the night of trips along the monotonous stretch Springer.
,
log cabin.
hetwe&n Herschel Island and Fort
Von Kattengill broke 95 out of a
Yukon, and of once spending 36 hours possible 100, using Nitro Club shells
&
in
a blizzard behind the toboggan. on the grounds of the Riverside Gun
publishes a booklet descriptive o f this territory, which contains a
Some days, when the weather was Club, Red Bank, N. J.
Many
of
neat little map o f this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
and rootha wanted for colleges. Highest prices paid. Outdoor fine and the goimg good ,they would New Jersey’s brack shots particd(patsummer work. Get
'"et complete book o f instructions and details.
Address
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9, make from 25 to 35 miles a day, and ed in this meet.
Los Angeles Cal.
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Where Are You Planning to Spend
Your Vacation the Goming Season?

The SANDY RIVER

RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
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KENNEBAGO LETTERS
A Chronicle of the Adventures of Two Young
People in the Woods of Maine.
By H. V. Soilieren
LETTER

m od em ? 2 0
The safety, comfort and conveni
ence of the Martin solid top, closedin breech and side ejection features
are combined with the quick, easy
manipulation of the popular sliding
fore-end or "pump” action in the new
Model 20 Martin rifle.
In rapid firing—the real test of a re
peater—the M artin solid top is always a
protection and prevents smoke and gases
blowing back; the ejected shell is never
thrown Into your face or eyes, and never
interferes with the aim; the fat forearm fits
your hand and helps quick operation.
It handles the short, long and long-rifle
cartridges without change in adjustment,
and the deep Ballard rifling guarantees the
accuracy, making it the finest little rifle in
the world for target shooting and for all
small game up to 150 or 200 yards.
For full description of
all M artin Repeaters,
just get our 136-page
catalog. Mailed free
for 3 stamps postage.

7%e7 ffa r/i/i /irea rm s Ca,
33 Willow Street.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

T R O U T FROM H IL L H A T C H E R Y
T O STOCK C OBBOSSEECONTEE.
Of much interest to devotees of
angling at Lake Cobbosseecontee is
the movement on foot for the pur
chase of a quantity of small trout
from th.e Hill hatchery for stocking
purposes at the lake.
Through the
interest of Percy V. Hill, himiself
an enthusiastic sportsman and always
eager to promote conditions at Cobboss eec on tee, it will be possible to
secure the trout at an exceptionally
low figure. A. G. Pinkham of the
North shore is circulating a subscrip
tion paper among frequenters of the
resort for the purpose of securing
the necessary funds for the realiza
tion of the plan which should cer
tainly have the support of every redblooded member of the summer col
ony.
It is understood that the plan
is being well received and it is now
hoped to secure funds sufficient for
the purchase of from 5000 to 10,000
of the fish.
FACED D E A T H IN SEBAGO LAKE.
With their engine disabled, their
anchor dragging uselessly, unable to
hold against the fierce gale that
drove their thirty foot steam launch
relentlessly toward the fatal ice and
rocks on the shore of Lake Sebago,
Benjamin D. Holt and Richard
O.
Conant -of Portland former Bowdoin
students, and Fred E. Warren, also
of Portland, along with Frank Saw
yer, a Sebago man, the owner of the
boat, faced death in a gale and snow
storm for a few hours Sunday after
noon.
They were finally rescued
from their perilous plight by Victor
B. Pendexter, former Portland High
School star athlete, now employed at
the Casco National Bank, Portland,
and Byron Haskell of
Westbrook,
who put out in seas that tossed their
diminutive Rangeley rowboat like an
eggshell and took the occupants of
the launch one at a time to the
shore.
ICE W I L L NOT BE O U T OF COB
B O SSEEC O NTEE BEFORE MAY
The ice at Lake Cobbosseecontee is
unusually firm for this season of tire
year and experienced guides state
that there is little probability of its
going out before the first of May.
Ordinarily, the lake is clear for fish
ing by the middle of April but at
the present time it measures
two
feet in thickness.
As a result, the
anglers who are anxious to get out
for the early spring catch of trout
and salmon, are considerably disap
pointed.
Many inquiries have been
received from sports in the
larger
cities who are in the habit of making
triips to the popular fishing resort
at this season of the year but it has
been impossible to give them any
encouragement for an early opportun
ity to indulge their craving for
a
chance with the rod and should re
member the new law in regard to
bass fishing which prohibits angling
for these fish until j-m-.c
This
is a big change, as under former reg
ulations bass fishing was in
order
with the going out of the ice. White
perch cannot be taken until July 1.
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will, just to please her.
The very
morning that we left I had to read
From Diana Morgan at Kennebago
b. chapter on “how to splint a brok
Lake, Maine, to Geraldine Winthrop,
en ankle,” and I was fussed,
and
Richmond, Va.
hurried, and nervous about leaving,
Kennebago, September 3 19— so that I forgot the First Aid Book
and it lays on my dressing
table
Dear Jerry: —
You are probably awfully cross now, unless Auntie has found it and
while
with me for not having written you put it carefully away, the
in such a long time, and when I owe thinking me an ungrateful and
you a letter too, but don’t he peevish thoughtless niece.
Of course we wept at the sta
about it, dear, because I’ve really
been so busy these last few weeks tion, Auntie and I, and even Uncle
that my correspondence has just been Joseph looked a little weak around
absolutely neglected, and you’ll have the mouth as the train at last pulled
It did seem a shame to leave
to take that as my excuse.
When out.
her
you left Richmond the early part of her and go so far away, but
August I had about as much idea of brother and sister were due to arrive
coming up here as I had of going that afternoon, and as she says that
to Patagonia, hut you see fate or they are “ very musical peojple,” she
something intervened and just swept expects a treat while they are with
me along, so to speak.
I know that her, so that it really wasn’t such an
you are surprised to find me writing awful desertion after alii
you from this out of the way corner
There isn’t any use of my bother
of the world, so pow I shall try to ing you with all the details of our
tell you of all the interesting events |journey northward so I’m going to
which led up to my being
landed leave a lot of that out and start ■off
here in this wonderful country.
where the interesting part of the
Soon after you went away, Uncle trip commenced.
Joseph got to feeling very
poorly,
We left Boston on a night train
and the doctor said that what
he and Uncle Jo said that we.
would
needed was a change of air. To him have to change cars at 5 o’clock in
change of air means only one thing, the morning, which you can well
and that is Maine, so a trip to the guess did not please me very much,
woods was immediately
proposed. I (Yes sleepy head if you say
so),
Aunt Agatha decided at once that hut he got me a drawing room all to
she would not go as she said “ Jo myself so that I was just as comfy
will he fishing all the time,” and she as could he.
W e went to bed early
hates the very sight of a live fish after telling tlie porter to call us
(‘‘wiggly, slimy things” she calls at four thirty sharp.
Two minutes
them), so after much talking
and after my head touched the pillow I
planning it was decided that I was in a dee® slumber (it’s funny
should take her place as we did not how soundly I pound the pillow on
feel that he ought to take such a a ’ sleeper) and the next thing
I
long trip alone.
knew the sound of the porter’s voice
At first the idea did not appeal to roused me with, “ four thirty, Miss,”
me one' bit, but Uncle Jo seem i accompanied by a thump on my door
ed very much pleased at the pros loud enough to wake Auntie after a
pect of my company and said that strenuous evening at dominoes. Oh
he was sure 1 would enjoy myself, but it was hard to get up and dress
and that he would take
very in that tiny compartment and I never
good
care
of
me;
which was fully realized before how big a young
his way of saying
that
I woman I am, and bow many thousan
could take good care of myself as things one can lose in a space not
it turns out.
It was rather
with much larger than a good sized cake
the spirit of a martyr though that 1 box.
It was so cold and
gloomy
finally consented to make the trip, that I did not waste very much time
but I don’t deel at all martyrish now in prinking but hurried into my
that I’m here, and I realize that I clothes just as fast as ever I could,
am having the one big experience of and only wished it might have been
my young and innocent life, because faster.
At last 1 was ready just as
this place is so absolutely fascinating Uncle Jo pounded on the door and
and truly beautiful, that if you do no asked why I didn’t hurry. I wonder
enthuse after reading my letter it what lie thought I had been doing?
will be on account of my poor
and
We got all our baggage together
pitiful attempts at composition as I’m and they helped toe out of
the
afraid I can hardly do justice to my train.
I was in a sort of
half
subject.
doze; impressions don’t come very
After it had been definitely fixed quickly at five o’clock on a cold
It was just getting day
that I was to go, there were many morning.
councils as to equipment, for Unde light and everything seemed to my
Jo assured me that I was going to a eyes to be grey, just grey all over,
and
different sort of place, and would and cold, I shivered through
lead a different kind of life, from through.
Our connecting train was waiting
anything that I’d ever experienced.
You know he is an old campaigner on the opposite track and when I
here and knows everybody for miles first saw it I thought I must surely
around. He wasn’t of very much be walking in a dream, for it was
use though when it came to finding the tiniest train and the tiniest en
The porter
out what sort of clothes I Should take gine you could imagine.
with me.
All lie knew was that noticed my look of utter astonisbmen
the men wore fishing togs and the and grinned.
He showed me into
women, “ oh something or other.” one of the little cars, a day coach as
(Isn’t that just like a man?) Auntie there was no parlor car, and then
and I got our heads together how with a smile left us, part of
the
ever and between us evolved a ward smile being caused by a generous tip
Even then I was
robe that we figured would meet all I had given him.
emergencies.
hardly awake, but I realized I was
The day I packed my trunk was in the very smallest passenger train
one of the very red hottest
this ever built.
Our car wais so
tiny
summer, and I almost melted cram that there was only one seat on each
ming away sweaters, flannel shirts, side of the isle, I mean only a seat
blocmers, and all the other heavy for one person. When Uncle Jo stood
camp clothes.
Uncle said that it up his head almost touched the ceil
sometimes got very cold in Septemb ing. Our baggage took up four seats
er up in this lake district, and he besides the ones we occupied.
was not far out at that, for at this
The car was not crowded, the only
minute I’m sitting out under
the other occupant besides ourselves be
trees clad just as I’d be in January ing a sleepy looking man who sat
at home, aaid not feeling one bit too snuggled up in a corner by the stove
warm either.
getting men tally warm I guess, for
As the day of our departure drew the stove was not lit. and the tem
near, Aunt Agatha got terribly wor perature inside was not very much
ried and feared that something dread above zero it seemed to me. Uncle
ful would surely happen to me. She fussed with the baggage and counted
gave me a First Aid Book and
a , each piece over tv enty times, then
little surgical kit, and made me study all at once somebody shouted “ all
up about compound fractures, typhoid aboard” in a cheery vnlce (note that
symptoms and a lot of other awful cheery at five o’clock in the morn
things, which I did, much against my ing with the mercury in hiding) and

with a jolt and a jar we started on
the last lap of our railroad journey.
We breakfasted soon after start
ing, and hot coffee from a Thermos
bottle, braced me up and helped me
collect my senses.
After pulling away from the sta
tion the train wound slowly through
a beautiful meadow land
country
where a swift stream flowed
be
tween grassy banks, but we couldn’t
see for any great distance on account
of the early morning mist. Gradual
ly the meadows gave way to thick
forests and soon we were rocking
along with the tall trees flashing by
the windows and looking for all the
world like soldiers standing row upon
row.
You notice, Jerry, that I said
“ rocking along” and that is just
about the way we were progressing.
You know, dear, I’ve never
been
car sick, dizzy head, headache, smell
ing salts and all the rest of it, but
1 was that morning.
Perhaps it
was the unusual hour of arising and
the excitement that made me feel
ill, but I got small sympathy from
Uncle for lie sat right in front of
me and calmly peeled and ate a dis
gusting banana.
Fancy a banana in
my condition. Ugli! It was awful.
Just when I was sure that I could
not stand the stuffiness of our car
one minute longer, the engine gave a
long shrill whistle and we rolled into
a station and stopped with a jolt.
It may seem funny to you, but the
tiny railroad train had sort of gotten
on my nerves and I certainly was a
bit unsteady to say the least. 'Some
how the idea possessed me that the
people on the station platform ought
to be pigmies to go with the pigmy
train, and it was a bit of a shock to
see a couple of six foot lumbermen,
towering, it seemed above the tops
of the cars.
Uncle found out that we were to
stop ten minutes, so I was glad of
the opportunity to get out and try
and steady my legs, and clear
my
dizzy head with a little promenade.
The air was glorious and acted like
magic, for in two minutes I had
forgotten my mean feelings and was
all absorbed in watching the interest
ing people around me. It seemed
as if I had never seen such
big
brawny men, and they were ,all
so
handsome too, most of them
with!
clean shaven faces, and tanned to;
a wonderful copper color,
almost'
like Indians.
They talked
and
laughed with deep
chested voices
and seemed like a lot of overgrown
children.
It was “ Bill” or “ Tom”
(I wish I could write it as they say
it) and then a chuckle about some
thing, followed by loud laughter land
a scuffle of feet.
In what seemed to me very much
less than our allotted time,
the
genial conductor broke away from
the laughing group around the tele
graph operator’s window, and with
another cheery “ all aboard,”
and
the usual hunching and pitching, we
started on again.
I was feeling just what you’d call
splendid, tingling all over with the
sting of the crisp morning air, and
it must have showed in my face too,
because Uncle said that I did not
look at all 'me the “ invalid
lady”
who had sought the outer air only a
few minutes before; which
shows,
how I must have appeared before we
struck that blessed little station.
After leaving the station we start
ed up an awful incline and
every
foot of the way was an effort for the
tiny locomotive.
It snorted
and
puffed and jerked us about.
The
track wound along the edge of a
wonderful valley, and away on the]
far side rose the bulk of a
big
mountain wooded from base to sum
mit, glorious with color, and wild
looking, oih so wild, trees
just
trees, some green, and some just
changing color, yellow, red
and
purple, mixed in a perfect
riot.

Uncle said that it was a
valuable
timber property and some day would
probably be stripped clean. It made
me fairly shudder to think of such a
thing.
Jerry, there is no use of my trying
to describe to you the whole of our
journey on that little huimipty-dumpty
railroad and besides it would weary
you, I’m afraid.
Perhaps it was be
cause everything was so new to me,
that I raved, but I think it was the
wildness of it that fascinated me, a
something inside of me that I can
not explain made me breathe fast as
I saw those trackless forests
mile
after mile, and I felt “ tingly”
all
over.
Primeval instinct
perhaps?
All the wonders of the scenery did
not seem to move Uncle Jo very
much, but then it is an old story to
him, so I suppose that’s an excuse. ,
As for our other passenger,
he
snored
away
in
blissful con
tent, so that I was left beautifully
alone in my appreciation of
^the
wonderful country through which w&
were passing.
As I sat with my nose glued to
the window pane, we skirted the base
of a high, mountain the summit hard
ly visible through the morning haze.
Out of the valley below rose
the
white mists, like smoke almost, and
all the time the good old Sun was
pouring down warmth and light, bor
ing through the fog and
b r in g in g
what Uncle said was to be “ One of
Maine’s best.”
It was about seven o’clock when
we reached the little town which was
to he the end of our railroad journey
and such a quaint and picturesque
place you never saw.
Uncle Jo be
came visibly excited as we pulled
into the station and peered out of
the windows at the crowd on the plat
form.
There was one very
tall
good looking chap there and I saw
him give a smile of recognition as
he caught a glimpse of Uncle’ gold
rimmed spectacles, and the next
moment, although the train was still
in motion, he jumped on board and
filled the little doorway with his
bulk.
Uncle smiled like a school
boy' fairly bubbling over with good
humor.
“ Well, well,” he said, “ I am glad
to see you Bob,” and Bob replied
“ Seems like forty years since
to
Iasi met Mr. Raymond.” He show
ed a set of fine teeth in a broad
smile as he greeted us and I saw in
a flash that he had a keen sense of
humor.
Then I was introduced formally by
Uncle Jo “ Diana, let me
present
Bob Whitman.
You’ve often heard
me speak of him.”
I extended my hand and it
was
grasped in a great strong paw and
squeezed until I winced.
“ I am mighty pleased to
meet
you, Miss Morgan,” said Bob, then
he took Uncle Joe’s suit case, m?
suit case, the rod cases, my sweater,
in fact all the baggage in one mighty
armful, and carried them off so that
I found myself alighting from
the
train empty handed.
There were quite a few people at
the station, mostly men, guides I
think, all very much interested in
watching us alight, and although they
did stare hard, I didn’t mind one bit
for they nodded in the most friendly
way at me as much as to say “we
are very much pleased to see you,’’
and 1 honestly beleve they
were
too.
At one end of the platform there
was a big wagon and it was painted
a most decided blue; a regular blue
ing blue in fact, and Bob took ail
our luggage over and deposited it in
a huge pile.
“ I suppose you’re going over to the
hotel for breakfast, Mr. R a y m o n d ,”
he said.
Uncle looked inquiringly at me and
I could see frdrn his face that he did
not care to go, but wanted to keep
right on to the end of our journey;
so I decided that I’d call our repast
on the train breakfast, and not be
(continued on page 3)
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ises to increase his business so quick
ly, with such little expenditure of
time and money, as the general ad
option of the booster spirit
right
here at home.

Ask Any Sickle Smoker Why
he sticks to Sickle plug and slices off each pipeful as he
needs it, when he could get tobacco already cut up, in
packages. H e’ll tell you, “ because the Sickle w ay is the
only w ay to get fresh tobacco, that smokes cool and
sweet, and doesn’t bite the tongue.” H e knows.
Tobacco that is cut up at the factory gets dried up
on its w ay to you. Result— it bum s fast and hot, and
“ bites.” W h e n you cut your ow n tobacco off the Sickle
plug, you are well repaid for a minute’s work by fresh
tobacco— because all the flavor and moisture are pressed
into the plug and held in by the natural leaf wrapper.

It won’t be necessary for many
Maine business men to take such a
long trip in order to find out the
worth of the Develop Maine Move
ment.
They will feel the push of
it in their own factories and offices.
“ Made in Maine” ought to be a guar
antee of better than average quality
for the class of goods offered
for
sale and it is. Maine manufactured
products are shipped all over
the
world, under firm brands and with
out any mark on them to
identify
them with Maine.
This ought to
be changed, say the boosters,
and
the Develop Maine Movement is goign to
endeavor
to change it.
“ Maine” tags ought to be as famil
iar as that “ Made in Germany.” The
latter phrase was forced on
the
Germans because their product was
inferior, but it has turned out to be
the best advertising.
Maine is in
a position to use “ Made in Maine”
as a quarantee of superior quality.

GENUINE PALMER

Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALMER who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.
In complete assortment for immediat
delivery.

TRADE!

MARK

Catalogue on request
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KENNEBAGO L E T T E R S

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY, b o s t o n , m a s s .
a mile high.

At the top of the hill we pulled
up to give the horses a rest and
(Continued from Page 2.)
Get a plug o f Sickle at your dealer’s today. Notice
fussy, and when I made known my if the view had been beautiful be
how much more tobacco you get, when you don’t have
state of mind, they both looked vast fore it was even more so now. The
air was so clear that Bob pointed
ly relieved.
to pay for a package.
gleaming
The blue wagon, Jerry, was a buck- out to the southeast, a
board and I must tell you about it. point which he said was Mount
It was built about as heavy as a Washington and at least sixty miles
truck, with great massive wheels andjawayThere were two wide seats,1 The driver was a most talkative
President Chase on Boom
Maine axles.
wide
enough
I should think to
ac-, and interesting person and we chatMovement.
commodate three persons each, and ^ed
the friendliest way. He askat the back of the rear one was a ed 1116 a tot ° f questions,—was it my
Speaking of the boom Maine
platform sticking out behind
and first trip up here? How did I like
I movement Pres. Chase of
Bates
there, Bob, with the driver's
helfe, it; and if I liked it from the little
! College says:
“ The Develop Maine
piled our suit cases and trunks which I’d seen I would surely love it later
|Movement is cue that appeals to
had come up on the same train with on, and a lot more.
•every lover of our State and it will
I inquired why they built the buckus.
They took a deal of pains to
I certainly have the active support of
A ghost of a
lash everything down securely with boards so heavy.
1every loyal Maine man and Maine
j strong ropes and then they covered smile flickered across his lips.
—----- -------- ------- ■—.........■ ------------woman.
“ Well,” he said, “ they just natur
Jthe pile with a piece of black oilknew that the State Board of Water
“ We have long taken pride in the
I cloth and lashed that down too.
I ally have to make ’em heavy, Miss,
Supplyneeded the trees until long! good name of our
Commonwealth
1wondered at all these elaborate de- that’s all.”
after the New York contractors had j and have generally been true to its tails of packing, but after I
had
“ But the road is good,” I answerbeen notified.
In
addition
the motto.
But we are, ourselves, just
been on the buckboard a while
I ed.
________
Maine farmers who own the trees i awakening to the extent of the re- knew just why they had taken such “.Wall this part of it is, yes.”
.
_ __
have no facilities for taking them up sources of Maine and the prizes that Spains to make everything snug. Uncle “Then it’s not all like this.”
The Western Boom Spirit Is Need- and maketing them.
! she offers to intelligent, industrious,'
Jo asked the driver how the road wa ! “ No not exactly,” said he, “ a good
ed in East
W A K E UP MAINE
and progressive workers in the var- land he said it was about the same |deal of it
corduroy.”
This incident serves to illustrate ious fertile fields for effort 80 long as usual.
This did not mean any-j He saw the look of inquiry in my
------------! hundreds of other business opportun-Nuegledted and therefore so
little [thing to me at the moment, but it j eyes for he hastened to explain, “ corThe W aterville Sentinel has th e lite s which would benefit Maine far-j developed,
meant a whole lot later on.
i duroy ye know is what they call a
following interesting article on th e! mers if Maine farmers only knew;
We have sen,t hundreds of thouIt took some time to complete all road made out o’ logs an’ a little
Develop Maine Movement:
about them.
That is where the in-1 *ands of enterprising and resource- our arrangements and then we climb- spell from here you’ll see what
Tlie Board of Water Supply
of j formation and publicity bureau
of luI Joung men and women to ^wi ed aboard, Uncle and Bob in the I mean.”
the State of New York wants 1,250,- tLe Develop Maine Movement finds a ous *,arts of 0UT country; and where' back seat, and your humble servant
Uncle and Bob were rattling on in
000 little evergreen trees to plant field of usefulness:
It will be its ever they have « one- they liave been up beside the driver.
! the hack seat and once I heard Unaround the reservoirs.
This board, duty to collect information of
just geneious vontribut u s to the wealth,
We rolled away from the station cle say “ Now
if wehad the
Parmacontrols a
strip of land 1000 feet such information as this
and then: I)rosPe iity, and i mputation
of the at last and up the main street of chenee Belle” and I resolved to find
wide around each reservoir. If these disseminate it, promptly, to all part- t0mniiniiUes
wllicb t'iey
hd\e •the village.
Such a quaint
little out who the Pamachenee Belle was,
strips were placed end to end they ies who might be interested.
j made their homes. It is time for place it was, quite like a frontier! and I felt gladthat I had come if onwould be about 40 miles long. •Thei Returns already indicate that the a return wa\e and its coming
is town, with just one main street and;ly
for Aunt Agatha’s sake. (I
Board of Water Supply needs these Develop Maine Movement is shall- already heralded in the
somewhat the houses all strangling off from found out about this “ Belle,” but of
little evergreens so badly that it is ing conservative old Maine to her|tardy awakening of our people to that.
But it had a businses
like 'i that later.)
advertisingfor bids among the con- foundation.
The whole state
jg the fact that the «£>poi tunities foi air about it and everywhere you lookWe wound over the top of another
tractors.
Some nursery will get a alive to the significance and timeliS(xda1’
and mateTial progress ed thgins weer neat and clean and hill and then through a field of burnlarge fatslice
of the money in the ness of the movement and thepeople^ a^ 0lded 111 tlie °ld home
btate well kept.
The buckboard jogged a- ed land. There were no more houses
New York treasury for furnishing!are taking hold
with a will.
Sub- are not SUI*Passed witillin tbe dmats long with a rattle and clang and it in sight and the landscape was abthese trees.
scriptions are already coming in bui|
° ur two oceaas_
was really quite jolly.
W e pulled solutely wild.
“ I shall be glad to do all that I up at the postoffice to get the mail,
As we started to go down the slope
Maine hasn't heard anything about not so rapidly as to swamp the
can for a movement so auspiciously a big fat bog of it, which the driver i asked the driver where the road
it.
Maine pastures contain ten treasury.
That branch of
the
launched and so full of promise.”
stowed away under the Seat, then j had gone. He laughed and pointed
times a million and a quarter of trees movement can stand a lot
more
with a crack of the whip we started |ahea with hiswhip. Right in front
just the size and strength of those crowding.
It is a very important
RUN N IN G T H E RAPIDS
away again.
j of us was a huge boulder, but they
needed in New York.
Will Maine i part of the movement, too. Unless
Through the town we rolled for a : didn’t steer out of the way instead
get the contract?
It will
not.i it is fed freely it refuses to
work
(Written for Matne Woods)
little, post trim houses, nearly all; we went over it with the left wheel
Why?
Because no one in Maine and when it refuses to work
the
“
Tie
up all the luggage with leath of them painted white, and every and I shot up in the air about two
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |rest of the movement ceases to move.
Aunt feet 1 guess, ard came down again
The officers are going after 50,• er thongs, and stuff it into these one “ as neat as a pin,” as
000 members.
That means $50,0001rubber bags, “ said the Maine guide, Agatha says.
We passed a
saw with a thud as I heard Uncle mur
&
out mur “ It’s come, the same old road,”
gross.
It will cost something to get I lost no time in doing it; I was a mill where they were sawing
them, but with this sum as a mark “ tenderfoot” in some ways, I’ll ad great logs, and the big saw “ buzzed” and he really sounded as if he were
TIME TABLE
to shoot at, it is hoped to come near mit, but I knew how to obey orders and the air was pungent with the pleased.
it.
The officers feel that
with promptly, and I was anxious for the smell of fresh cut wood.
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
How can I describe to you
the
A little way out of the village we ride across that field?
50.000 members, not only will the day’s sport of “ running the rapids.”
I felt as if
right every bone in my poor body was
movement have sufficient funds to I hurriedly packed the provisions in made a sharp turn to the
STRONG
PASSEN G ER T R A IN S leave Strong for Farm put Maine on the map, help flier own tight boxes, stowed away the
lug where there was a sign which read being pounded to a jelly.
ington. at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M .; for Phillips
of gage in our canvas boat, and put on Kennebago Lake 9 miles.”
at 12.31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and for Rangeley at people and direct the attention
Said the driver, “ Don’t try to sit
5.47 P. M. and for K ing field and Bigelow at 6-60
my rubber leggins and wading shoes.
We climbed a long steep hill, and too stiff like; just let yourself go.”
outside
business
men
to
her
possi
P M
PASSENGER T R A IN S arrive at Strong from
bilities, but that the moral effect of The guide was making everything such a view as spread out on all
Go—yes go into eternity I guess.
Farmington at 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M .; from
Phillips at 6.23 A . M .; and from Rangeley and 50.000 boosters who care enough ar doubly secure about the boat, to in sides.
Right bock of us stretched
I found my voice, “How many
Phillips at 1.37 P. M .; and Bigelow and Kingfield
bout improving their home state to sure ourselves against accident; he the blue waters of a big lake, sparkl times a year do you ride on this
at 1.26 P. M.
M IX E D T R A IN S leave Strong for Farmington
give up real money for the purpose, also tied a bag containing extra can ing in the brilliant sunlight and be road,” T asked.
at 8.46 A .M .; and fpr Kingfield at 6.60 P .M .
vas needles, water proofing, etc., to yond in the distance, range
M IX E D T R A IN S arrive at Strong from Phil will be a wonderful force.
after
“ Twice a day from the time the
lips at 8.46 A . M .; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M.
range of mountains faded away to ice goes out until snow comes,” he
An Augusta business man who re the bow of the boat.
and from Farmington at 11.46 A . M.
“ Come on,” said the guide,
and the horizon.
To the left, the little replied.
PHILLIPS
cently made a business trip which in
PASSEN G ER T R A IN leaves
Phillips for cluded Chicago, Kansas City
we stepped, lightly, into our canvas town smuggled along the lake shore,
and
I looked ait him and could see by
Farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.16 P. M .; for
Rangeley at 6.16 P. M.
other middle western cities w a 3 aske canoe, and were soon matching our and away eastward a big mountain his face that he was in
earnest
PASSEN G ER T R A IN arrives at Phillips from
against the treacherous rose clear cut against the
skyline. though it did seem hard to believe
Farmington at 12.63 P. M. and 6.10 P. M .;fro m upon his return home, to tell how he ingenuity
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
The driver told me that it was almas
found business conditions in that waters of the river.
(Continued on page 7.)
M IXED T R A IN leaves Phillips for Farming"W hat is tehe descent of
this
ton at 7.80 A*. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A . M. part of the country.
He said that
M IXED T R A IN arrives at Phillips from Farm 
1 asked, from my position
for river?”
ington at 2.16 P.M.and from Rangeley at 8.00P. M. he couldn’t tell much about it,
I held a 11-foot ironRANGELEY
everywhere he went the native sons in the bow.
T H
PASSEN G ER T R A IN leaves Rangeley for insisted that business was booming spiked “ setting-pole,” ready for any
Farmington at 10.40 A . M .; and arrives from
and that their particular city
was emergency.
Farmington at 8.00 P. M.
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
“ About one hundred and
sixty
the only place on the map that was
A. M .; and leaves for Phillips at 10.65 A . M.
w'orth staying in fox a minute.
In feet, to the first branch,” the guide
SALEM
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for Strong and other words lie ran into the famous answered.
He sat in the
stem
Farmington at 12.60 P. M .: and arrives from
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
western booster spirit which refuses with a strong paddle, and guided the
Farmington and Strong at 2.28 P. M.
MIXED T R A IN leaves Salem for Strong and
unwary
craft
with
consummate
skill.
Subscription $ 4 . a y r „ $ 2. for 6 m onths; Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Wooda
to
see
anything
but
a
bright
future,
Farmington at 1.15 P . M .; and arrives from
Strong at 6.25 P. M.
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
increasing population and business The noise of the rushing waters soon
KINGFIELD
The furi
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
opportunities.
He found it every prevented conversation.
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Kingfield for
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
ous rapids seemed like shapeless
Farmington at 12,40 P. M .; and arrives from where.
Farmington and Stroi g at 2.60 P. M .pand from
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
monsters, bent upon our destruction.
C H A N C E T O BOOST.
Bigelow at 4.50 P. Mof all subjects that interest sportsmen.
MIXED T R A IN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow
The Develop Maine
Movement W e would be lifted high over some
at 7.46 A . M. and for Strong at 12.86 P. M.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting.
This hidden boulder, or dashed close to
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30 made a convert right there.
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Re
A. M. and from Strong at 6.60 P. M .
business man now knows what it the rocky shore; at times we would
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
BJGELOW
means to a community to have the rise over some covered rock, turn
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TR IA L SUBSCRIPTION.
MIXED T R A IN leaves Bigelow for Strong
He is for it, soul completely around, and drop five feet
and Farmington at 10.00 A . M ., and arrives from booster spirit.
I f not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on requ ut.
Kingfield at 9.16 A .M .
Watching sun
He is doing busin into a foaming pool.
PASSENGER T R A IN arrives from Farmington and pocketbook.
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
and Strong at 8.43 P. M .;a n d leaves for King- ess in Maine and he wants
ledges,
to
do ken rocks, avoiding sharp
801 MASONIC T E M P L E : CHICAGO.
field at 4.00 P. M.
(Continued from page 6.)
more.
He sees nothing that promF, N , B E A L , G. P. A,
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given to splitting lnaairs over the ex
act difference between the real aind
the artificial insect.
In a word the
northern trout does not commonly
take the artificial fly for a fly, but
for just something to eat.
In no other way can the curious
fact be explained that he seems
rather to prefer certain gaudy com
binations of feathers and tinsel that
have no resemblance whatever
to
any known insect.
In these waters
your fly book must contain Silver
Doctor, Jock Scott , Parmadhenee
Belle, Brown Hackle (both red and
herl body), ^Montreal, Jungle Cock,
Coachman, Professor, Gray
HackLe,
Jenny Lind, Alder, Red Ibis, Royal
Coachman, Dr. Breck.
In southern waters smaller sizes
are used, Nos. 10 and 12 being pre
ferred, though No. 8 is common. Up
north 6 and 8 are usual, though for
quiet waters 8 and 10 are better.
The smaller the brook the
more
chance has the trout and the greater
the triumph in taking him.

waters you desire to stock are suit
ed to the cultivation of small-mouth
ISSUED WEEKLY
black bass, and the assignment there
on has been made accordingly.
“ In this connection you are in
Phillips, Maine
formed that the Bureau is unable
with its present facilities, to produce
L. B. BRACKETT,
the basses, cnappies, sunfislies, and
•
Business Manager
catfishes in sufficient numbers
to
meet the demands, and it ban under
take to supply only a sufficient num
,
OUTING EDITION
ber of any of them to form a . brood
8 pages ........................................... $1.00 per year
stock in the expectation that through
LOCAL EDITION
the protection and natural reproduc
12 and 16 pages.............................. $1.60 per year
tion the waters in which the fish
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
are placed will eventually
become
76 cents extra.
fully stocked.
Owing to the difficul
ties and uncertainties encountered
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
in the propagation of these
fishes,
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
some of which mentioned in the ac
the Act of March 3.1879,
companying circular, it is impossi
ble for the Bureau to fill applicat
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
ions for them as promptly as it can
state of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
applications for the fishes propagated
locally.
by the artificial manipulation of their
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
eggs.
It Is the policy of the Bur
and game photographs from -ts readers.
eau to fill all applications in
the
When ordering the address o: your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new
order in which they are received,
American flies are invariably tied
address.
and to arrange for the delivery of
upon shelled hooks, those with help-)
the fish as soon as
practicable
THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1914
ers or double gut for an inch from
thereafter.
the fly being strongest.
English
“ You will be advised in advance of
flies, which are generally better and the shipment of your consignment,
This Issue Is 5065 Copies.
more delicately tied, have
eyed and at that time will be furnished
hooks with no gut, the leader, which instructions regarding the recep
We trust our many readers will has no loop in the end, being passed
tion and planting of the fish.
be interested in the “ Kenanebago through the eye of the hook
and
“ Your former application for land
Letters” which are commencing this fastened with a half-hitch or jam
locked salmon for Lake Cobbosseeweek in Maine Woods, the narrative; knot.
contee is still on file.”
continuing for several weeks. The
Flies with snells should have the
The letter was accompanied
by
author of the article, PI. V. Schieren, latter well soaked before using, but
is well known as a writer of merit. I the hooks should be kept from the the following interesting circular on
tlie subject of “ Limitations of Black
The story will contain truth as well j water or they will rust.
A
very
Bass Culture.” :
as fiction.
good aluminum box for this purpose
“ The salmons and trouts, whose
may be bought for 65 cents, consist
eggs are suscejptible of propagation
S O U TH ER N HAMS SHO’ F I T FO’ I ing of sheets of felt between which
by artificial methods, can he produc
DE’ QUEEN.
. the snells are placed, while
the ed in unlimited numbers. The eggs
flies themselves are protected from of the black basses and allied spec-1
the moisture.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
ies can not be artificially manipul
Of fly books there is a large var ated, and for its supplies of such
Pinelmrst, N. C. .April 25, 1914—
iety.
Pigskin is the best Covering,
fishes the Bureau must depend large-!
During the winter which British) Am
though expensive and one does well ly upon the natural reproduction of
bassador and Mrs. Walter Page spent
to have at least one really
strong brood fish held in ponds prepared
here they were frequent guests at
and fine book.
A cheaper one may
for the purpose.
the nearby plantation of Mr. Roger
be filled every morning for the pock
C o p y r ig h t, 1914, b y P a n a m a -P a c if ic In te r n a tio n a l E x p o s itio n Co.
“ During the early stages of their
A. Derby, qf Boston, one of
the
et. to be used on the stream.
existence, young bass in ponds are
many northern pioneers who
are
Keep the book sprinkled
inside
exposed to dangers of many kinds.
developing the agricultural possibili
CLASSICAL FIGURE FOR GREAT EXPOSITION COURT, PAN
with powdered camphor or some
Snakes, frogs, turtles, various wa
ties of the immediate section.
other good moth discourager, espec
AMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1915.
ter insects, fish-eating birds and
Not infrequently the piece de re
ially when you put it away in the.
mammals, all are destructive to the
sistance of luncheon was North Car-.
fall.
fry, whale the young of the
same
. olina ham,, a delicacy in this sec-!
TE vast west court, the Court of the Four Seasons, at the Pana
Many anglers, especially
young
ma-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco in 1915
school prey upon the weaker ones.,
tion as much as it is in old Virgin
ones, stick their hats full of flies.
will be adorned with a number of the finest productions of the
The degree of success attained
in
ia for Mary, the colored cook, looks
This isn’t an altogether bud
place
world's greatest sculptors. Not only will free standing groups
after these hams from shoat
to
such work is also governed largely
and independent pieces of statuary be# set throughout the court, but
for them when wanted for immediate
hog, and then puts on the finishing j
by the state of the weather
and
its walls, its lofty colonnades, the picturesque recesses, will be em
use, but they should not be left
touches in curing.
other natural conditions beyond the
bellished by much sculpture of a decorative type. The classical piece
there day after day cr the colors
“ Its fit for a queen,” said Mrs.
control of the Bureau. Located as',
above will I.«_■ used to decorate the arcade of the court and is by August
will inevitably fade.
Jaegers, the famous sculptor.
Page one day and Mary smiled. Not
they are, along the shoal margins
When three flies are used the two
long after Mr. Page’s appointment
of the ponds, the nests receive the
as Ambassador to the Court of St. lowest should be at least 30 inches full effect of atmospheric changes.
UNKIND COMMENT
at
Electrifying Celluloid.
James was announced, and no one apart, with the upper dropper
A sudden fall in temperature
will
least
20
inches
above
the
middle
If you will take two thin lengths of
received tine news with more pleas
often cause the parent fish to de
When two are used . the
celluloid, put them in contact and
ure than Mary for the Ambassador one.
sert their nests, and as the eggs and
then suddenly and rapidly pull them
spent much of his boyhood at near dropper should be a yard above the! fry are extremely sensitive, they are between your fingers, you will observe
ta.il
fly.
by Aberdeen, where the family man
frequently killed or their
develop-, they both have become electrified—
Which of the two should be the
sion is always pointed out with pride
ment injuriously retarded by the not only on their outside surfaces,
orighiter in tint is a question the
to visitors.
where the friction of your fingers
cold.
answer
to which may be left to ex
“ I she’ don’ sen’ Mis’ Page er
“ Another unfavorable feature re-j caused a negative electrification, but
ham fo’ de Queen,” was Mary’s com perience. As a rule anglers begin suiting from the location of the also on the inner surfaces of the cel
luloid.
ment last spring and true to her: with two flies of quite different hue. nests in shallow water is that
it
But
try
fishing
with
one
only.
word the shoat was selected whicfli
subjects them to the full force of
Ideal Country for Sportsmen;
duly became a hog and recently pro
surface drainage and washings, fol
BLACK BASS FOR LAKE.
Hyderabad, one of the states of In
vided two hams.
Not long
ago
lowing heavy rains.
Roily water
dia about as big as Kansas, and with
they were carefully boxed and ere
is exceedingly injurious to
the ova as many people as New York and
Cobbossee
Stock
to
be
Replenished—
this have doubtless, reached
Mrs.
and young of the black bass, aaid as Massachusetts combined, has many
Facts About Bass.
Page.
heavy rains and sudden temperature wild creatures, including tigers and
“ Nevah was no hams like dem,”
changes are conditions which must leopards in abundance and occasion
It will be a matter of general in be expected during the season
comments Mary proudly.
“ Dey ah©’
of; ally bison and elephants. There are
terest
to fishermen to know that the year when these fishes spawn, i also wild hogs, antelope, hyena,
is fit fo’ de Queen.
wolves, jackals and bear.
there is a prospect that in the near the results of the Bureau’s
pond-,
future
the
stock
of
black'
bass
in
T R O U T FLIES NUMEROUS
cultural operations are hazardous and;
Lake Cobbosseeoontee will be re uncertain in the extreme. One year; Maine Woods W ill Keep You In
Madge—George says he always loses'
Suggestions for Maine Fishermen On plenished by the planting in the a station may have a good
output, formed on All Proposed New Fish his head when he goes in the water.
waters
of
the
lake
of
a
lot
of
bass
How to Fill Books for Various
and the next year, under apparently
Maude— I should think that would!
fry propagated under the supervis similar conditions, very few young |and Game Laws of the State. Sub be the only part of him that would
Localities.
scribe Now and Keep Posted.
ion of the Bureau of Fisheries con fish are produced.
keep him afloat.
Of trout flies there a/re some hun nected with the Department of Ag
“ Wihat has been said regarding the
dreds, though perhaps not more than riculture at Washington, D. C., says difficulties met with in black-bass
50 of these are commonly used. Pat the Kennebec Journal.
culture applies with equal force to
A short time ago Commodore F. the orappies, sunfislies, catfishes, and
tern and size must depend on the
locality and the season of the out G. Kinsman of the Cohbosseecontee the rock bass.”
ing.
As a general rule the further Yacht Club, at the instance of the
south we go, say in Connecticut or club, made a. request of H. M. Smith, HAD GOOD LUCK
AT
NORTH
Pennsylvania, the more closely
do United States commissioner of .fish
SEBAGO.
the flies used resemble the actual eries at Washington, for a supply of
of
insects upon which the fish
feed; black bass fry for the purpose
John H. Rich, Charles Best and
freshening
the
stock
of
that
fish
for instance, red spinner, red hackle,
Dr. Carmichael of Portland,
who
brown palmer, March, brown, black in the lake, and has just received went to North Sebago over the holi
gnat, beaverkili, cahlLl, alder, cow- from Commissioner Smith the fol day had good luck, Rich catching a
dung, gray drake, all of which are lowing reply:
four-pound salmon, the Doctor a red
made, unscientifically, it is true, to “ Dear Sir:
spot weighing 3y2 pounds and Best
“ From the description given In
imitate in a general way the flies on
a salmon of the same size.
the water in spring and summer. Of your application it is believed the

MAINE WOODS

J. W . Brackett Co.

PREREQUISITE OF A GOOD GRAVEL ROAD

tine above you may take in
your
fly book from two to half a dozen
A Warning—to feel tired before ex
each, and add a few of the follow ertion is not laziness—it’s a sign
ing:
Silver doctor, cinnamon, yel that the system lacks vitality, and
low bodied professor and brown» needs the tonic effect of Hood’s Sar
hackle with herl body.
saparilla.
Sufferers should not de
But when you go north into Maine lay.
Get rid of that tired feeling
and Canada you will find that the by beginning to take Hood’s Sarsa
trout are less sophisticated and less parilla to-day.

THE

DILLS T O RESIDE IN W O L 
LASTON.

Mrs. Elliott C. Dill and family of
Ilallowell have gaffe to Wollaston,
Maes., where they will join Mr. Dill
and reside in the future.
Subscribe now for Maine Woods,

Alabama Gravel Road.

M AINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE,

CLASSIFIED

ENTERTAIN WITH
WHIST AND FLINCH
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she is stopping, Tuesday

The consolation prizes were given
to Mrs. Addie Richardson and Ira D.
Cow Particular as to Its Tipple.
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
A Tralee (England) farmer has a
Hoar, and were respectively a box
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
of mustard “ To make you smart,” cow which refuses to drink water sup
and
a toy shovel “ To bury your sor plied in the ordinary way. Then she
FOR SA LE.
is thirsty she leaves the field goes to
A fine time was enjoyed by a lane where there Is a water tap,
Mrs. Tina Hinkley is keeping house row.”
Much Interest taken In Men’s Im
for Mrs. Clara Rector.
Mrs. Rector all.
turns this on and takes a drink. The
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips
provement
League.
story is supported by photographs,
left
Monday
for
“The
Barker”
where
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
GLOBE T R O T T IN G W IT H A RIFLE and the cow is credited with turning
she has employment this summer.
Morrison.
the tap off after drinking.
AS COMPANION.
G. R. Rowe has purchased the
(Speciall to Maine Woods.)
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating mastock in the store recently
con
Rangeley, April 21.—One of the
Walking, walking, walking—leavin
ehiae- In first claa® condition. In
ducted by A. M. Hoar & Son.
GOVERNMENT AID FOR ROADS
most interesting meetings of
the
San Francisco in October,
1912,
quire at Maine W oods ofifiee.
Miss Harrigan a trained
nurse “Pittsie” Ryan, an American news
Men’s Improvement League was held
Hall. from Lewiston is caring for Max boy, started afoot around the world Committee of Congress Expected to
FOR SALE!— One of the best situat Saturday night at Russell
Make Favorable Report on
Master Maxwell is im with a full pack across liis back and
ed camps on the Richardson Lake. After enjoying a fine banquet pre-j well Neal.
Highways Measure.
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13 ) pared by the Ladies’ Aid the busin- proving steaily now.
a Remington rifle in lids * hand.
Vinton V. Hough and C. Ardine “ Pittsie” plans to cover a distance
bedrooms, pool room, dining room, ess meeting was held and the followThe question of federal Aid for good
Bitting room, guides' camps,
etc. ing business transacted:
Meeting Sweetser of Redington were week of 20,000 to 25,000 miles before his roads looms large. A joint committee
of the senate and house, with Senator
They made
Suitable for Club House.
Address called to order by the
president; end visitors in town.
Bourne, Oregon (the father of the
Mr. Wm. J. Downing. P. O. Box suggested that a petition he sent the trip partly on foot.
parcel post bill) chairman, is now in
3598, Boston Mass.
W ill Huntoon and family are oc
manager of railroad for two trains
vestigating the entire subject with
for the summer season instead of cupying the Ray Ellis house. Ray
every likelihood of a report being sub
MOTOR BOATS for sale.
Apply one; voted to accept May 3,
as Ellis and family are living at the
mitted favorable to the general pro
to C. M. Smalley, Belfast, Maine.
je ct The main subject under inves
Clean up Week and
observe the John H. Lowell farm and the Edgetigation at present is the manner in
week as in the proclamation read by comb family are occupying the Nutt
which federal aid when finally forth
ing
house
on
Oquossoc
Avenue,
which
Mr.
Russell.
Dr.
F.
B.
Colby
ad
TO LET.
coming shall be distributed, whether
dressed the League speaking a few has recently undergone alteration.
to the states according to their popu
I appropriate words to the guides. T.
Aleck Dean Green and Avilla Oakes
lation, their area or the mileage of
TO RENT— House on Dodge road.
Freeman Tibbetts spoke interestingly were married Saturday, April 18.
their highways. In a recent magazine
B Frank Beal.
of the growtli of the summer busarticle Senator Bourne expressed him
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Quimby drove
self as favorable to a plan which
1iness since he began to guide. Sel- to Allen’s camps Sunday.
W ANTED.
shall combine all three of these ele
i eetrnan Hamden wa# called on and
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hamblin ar-|
ments, inasmuch as it would not be
responded with a few remarks in re- rived Saturday night and are guests}
fair to grant more aid to Rhode Island,
WANT ED Potatoes at my store- gard to game laws, suggesting that cf Mr. and Mrs. Rod Brackett, Capt.
for instance, than to Iowa, although
house.
Notify by telephone night efforts be made to secure laws for Hamblin will work cn the wharf for
the population of the former state is
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
the benefit of the Rangeley region. the present.
much larger than that of the latter;
P*"
--------------------------------------- i A committee of five men consisting
or more aid to Nevada, for instance,
Mrs. Fred Hinkley left Monday
than to Nebraska, although the former
WANTED Experienced cook
for 0f e . I. Herrick, chairman, A. M. to visit her parents in New Hamp
state is much larger in area than the
the summer.
Address Maine Woods, Ross, C. W. Barrett, J. A. Russell, shire.
latter; or to some state which has
Phillips, Maine.
and C. L. Harnden, was appointed
The steam mill whistle blew for
already solved the good roads prob
to secure fish, from State Hatchery the frst time Tuesday morning.
lem by thousands of miles of good
WANTED—Live animals.
Will buy to place in waters of Rangeley reg
Miss Laura Roburds, who has been
roads, leaving a state with impassable
live mink, fox, skunk,
ion.
Voted to submit an outline of caring for Mrs. W. T. Hoar is the
highways suffering because of lack of
fisher, marten, otter,
the necessary aid.
meetings to the Maine Woods and guest of Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross.
j beaver, lynx and others.
With federal and and state aid both
Franklin Journal for print and that
Frank
Porter
has
sold
the
large
Write us before buying
imminent,
an impetus is being given
and! barn and shed attached to his house return to the United States pbout
or selling and about fur th* ^ s t i o n of a public dump
to road building greater than ever
a
lat-J
and they will be moved away.
~ - - * farming. C. C. Garland, j P1"1* * * * ^ 8 be considered at
1916.
The anticipated excitement before. The statement is made that
er date.
Dr. A. M. Ross was ap
Frank Gile moved his family last and pleasure rs well as the educa $500,000 a day is being spent for good
Old Town, Maine.
pointed to investigate the law in 1Thursday into the house which he! tional and healthful value of
the roads in this country, but the general
consensus of opinion is that until
regard to street sprinkling and re recently purchased o f Ira Huntoon. trip for a long time
encouraged
SOMETHING ALWAYS
port at a later date.
Sunday
32 Ira Huntoon is occupying the Cleon “ Pittsie” to attempt this globe-trot within the last year or two results
commensurate with this immense ex
men gathered at the Ladies’
Parlor Cakes tenement.
ting feat.
penditure have not been secured.
and listened to a very able address
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Oakes
and
Starting bis business career selling There is a feeling all over the country;
by H. A. Furbish regarding his re Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Porter entertain papers, this 24-year-old newsboy lias that road building must be made as
cent trip to Washington.
The ed at whist and flinch at the for pursiued his calling in most of the systematic and as scientific as rail
splendid society is in a very prosper mer’s home on Pleasant street, Wed larger cities of the United States. road building, hence the movement;
ous condition and is constantly nesday evening, April 15. The fol During his trip around the world for a state highway commission with
plenary powers and scientific superlowing guests were
present:
Mr. he is supporting himself
gaining.
entirely vision by expert engineers. Congress'
Max Weybrant
was a
recent and Mrs. Ernest Haley, Mr. and from selling the local
newspapers has already appropriated $500,000, to
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Tomlin Mrs. C. W. Barrett, Mr. and Mrs. j printed in the towns and
cities be distributed $10,000 to each state,
Earl Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. through which he passes.
for improvement of stretches of road
son.
Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Harnden,) Going first to the Hawaiian Islands over which rural free deliveries
Mrs. Ray Harnden accompanied he
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Herrick, Mr. and and later walking across Australia, operate regularly. The results of
father, F. C. Barker to Portland the
Mrs. G. W. Pickel, Mr. and Mrs. the “newsy” pedestrian first set this appropriation will go a long way
first of the week.
Wm. Tomlinson, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. foot on African soil eighteen months to show whether or not the federal
government will be justified in mak
Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts and L. D. Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Tib
after leaving San Francisco. An in ing still greater appropriations and In
Nile are on the sick list.
betts, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts, teresting incident occurred here: One going still more extensively into this
Dr. A. M. Ross drove to
Bemis Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Colby, Mr. and
General important subject. The secretary of
Monday and to Stratton Tuesday. Mrs. Chas. Cnshman, Mr. and Mrs. day the Prime Minister,
agriculture and the postmaster-gen
Miss Colby, a trained nurse,
who Eugene Soule, Mr. and Mrs. David Luis Botha, congratulated Ryan on eral have both been ordered to loan
his
pluck
and
daring
in
undertaking
has been at the Doctor’s private Quimby, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Arntheir influence to the investigation, to
to walk around the world Without the end that actual facts may be se
Mrs. B.—My husband and I get along hospital in a professional capacity,
burg, Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Mcbo nicely.
We always agree about ev accompanied him to Stratton
to Card, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hoar, either companion or financial aid. cured so that road building may be
erything.
General Botha remarked on meeting carried on in a practical manner.
take another case.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Hoar, Mr.
and
Mrs. W.— Is that so?
At the Pythian Sisters .Thursday Mrs. H. A. Furbish, Mr. and Mrs. W. the young man that Ryan was the
Mrs. B.—Yes; except, of course, now
first newsboy tnat had been privileg
and then when he gets pigheaded or night, Mrs. Herman Huntoon was D. Quimby, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Kemp ed to (Shake his hand. “ Pittsie” reInventor Did Good Work.
admitted to membership.
Salads, ten, Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Ellis, Mr.
1
something of that sort.
The De Vick clock, made about 1364,
sandwiches, cake and coffee
were and Mrs. F. H. Kempton, Mdms. H. plied dryly, “ I have met many Prime
Was a good piece of work. In fact,
served by the committee, Josie Hoar, C. Riddle, Clara Rector, Guida Nile, Ministers, General Botha.”
Proof.
Arriving at Johannesburg, Trans-1 since the year 1700 no important In
A. H. Sprague, E. P. McCard, Addie vail, one month later—February, j vention has been added to clocks and
Stanley, aged five, wanted to know Flossie Hoar and Tibalie Hoar.
Mrs. Geo. Kempton, who accom Richardson, Miss Elsie Badger, Miss
watches. This means a good deal
if vermicelli was alive when he saw
1914—this young soldier of fortune} when it is realized that the last 200
it curl about in hot water, and did panied Glendon Wilbur to the hos Beatrice Jones, Miss Marjorie Oakes,
Again, years have given us more inventions
not seem quite convinced when told pital at Lewiston has returned. The Misis Alice Sweetser, Dr. Charles S. received a* warm welcome.
that it was not. A few days later, little fellow underwent an operation Stuart, J. E. Peakes, Frank Badger, on leaving Johannesburg for Cairo,, than all previously known history.
Egyjpt, on February 24, many follow
on seeing his mother preparing maca but is now gaining and favorable re
Vance Oakes, Reed Ellis.
Fruit
roni for dinner, he exclaimed trium ports are received.
and
Good Rule for Right Living.
He will remain punch was served during the even ed him to the city’s limits
phantly: “ Now I know vermicelli is
Gentleness and cheerfulness, these
wished
him
luck.
for several weeks.
ing and delicious refreshments of
alive, else how could it grow into
This disciple of Weston has just come before all morality—they are
Mr. Ellsworth Hayden was a re Harlequin ice cream and
assorted
macaroni?”
started
one of the most difficult part the perfect duties. If your morals
cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. cake were served.
Mrs. C.
W. of his world-gird ling—Johannesburg, make you dreary, depend upon it they
Russell.
are wrong. I do not say “ give them
Barrett was awarded the first ladies’
Jimmie’a Conclusion.
north through Central Africa
and up,” for they may be all you have;
Mrs. M. D. Tibbetts returned Sat prize, a lace collar.
Little folk frequently manifest un
Frank Badger
Rhodesia, to Cairo.
but conceal them, like a vice, lest they
expected powers of observation and urday night after an absence of sev frist gentleman’s prize, a
necktie.
should
spoil the lives of better men.
eral
days
caused
by
the
illness
and
analysis. Little Jimmie, for instance,
—Robert Louis Stevenson.
Gravity Clock.
wa* asked if a young lady whom he death of her father.
Among the smart English novelties
dearly loved was pretty. “ She looks
The party attending the Speaking
seen is the new gravity clock, which
pretty to me,” he announced, after a Contest at King field numbered 24.
doe3 not require winding. The motive
brief period of consideration, “but I
J. Sherman Hoar has sold
his
power is supplied by the weight of
don’t s’pose she’s really pretty. I no
it?***
the clock, which takes seven days to
tice Brother Ben don’t sit by her side house to Leslie Abbott, who will
L
"***‘
^
** .or’
take possession immediately.
travel down upright bars. At the end
an awful lot when she comes here.”
FOR
of the seven days the clock is sim
H. A. Furbish was a recent busin
"g u n s a n d
ply raised to the top again. The clock
ess caller in Phillips.
FISH-RODS
n H i.M iH iitiiitiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiu iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiitiH M iiiiin im iiiiiim
stands on a handsome mahogany base
The two small children of Carl
W illiam F. Nye is the great and the bars are supported from the
Hoar who are staying at Wm. Ellis’
center of a handsome arch of mahogmet with what might have been a est authority on refined oils in the
any.
serious accident one day last week. world. H e was the first bottler; has
The little folks were sliding and hiti the largest business and NYOIL
434 Congress St.,
Heredity and Insanity.
a rail which, runs along the state j
Heredity accounts for about fifty
| PORTLAND, MAINE | road; each child had several teeth is the best oil he has ever made.
per cent, of the cases of insanity This
N Y O IL
1 Erected in 1911, and p o s itiv e ly the only | loosened which had to be extracted.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
is encouraging. It shows that the
F ireproof H otel in the City
H
AS
N
O
EQ
UAL.
A 12 pound daughter arrived at
shocks and conditions of modern life
Offers room with hot aid
1 Elevator
Service, P riv a te and P ub lic |
Beware of scented mixtures called
do not make people insane; the stren
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
O. C.
1 Baths and every convenience for the com- | the home of Mr. and Mrs.
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
and up, which includes free
uous life merely brings out the insan
Davis Sunday.
| fort of guests in cluding
where a light oil is needed. It pre
use of public shower baths.
ity that is latent in some persons as
Jack Cook, who is employed at vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
| HOT AND COLD RUNNING |
a result of heredity. A noraml per Nothing to Equal This in New England
1 WATER A N D LO C A L
Jl
I Long Pend was struck in the bead by tion.
son cannot be driven insane by any
Sportsmen,
use
it
liberally
on
1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE- | a falling leg inflicting a serious head
Rooms with private baths
of the conditions of modern life.
your firearms and your rod. You will
1 PHONE IN EVERY ROOM | wound.
fer $1.50 per day and up;
Dr. Colby was called and find it by far the best. Hardware and
suites of two rooms and bath
1 SPLENDID R E S T A U R A N T CO N N E C TE D | the injured (man was made as
com sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Our Printing Department for Years
for $4.00 per day a*nd up.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
1 FEATURING P O P U L A R P R IC E M E N U S | fortable as possible.
Has Made a Specialty of
Camp
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
§ American Plan $ 2 .5 0 per day, upw ard |
Little Ethel Johnson was operated
Printing.
We Know Just
What
| European Plan $ 1 ,0 0 per day. u p w a rd |
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
on at the private hospital of Dr. A.
W M F. NYE,
You Want.
Send to Us for Samp
H Otters of inquiry regarding rates etc., promptly answered. =
Send for Booklet
She returned to
1 H .E .T H U R ST O N , R . F . H IM M E L E IN . | M. Ross, Thursday.
les and Prices.
We guarantee Sat
New Bedford, Mass.
STOKER F. CRAFTS, Gen.
Manager
Proprietors.
isfaction.
the home of Austin Hinkley where
t a m m i i i m i m m i i i i i i i i n m i i m i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiit iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
W. S. Marble and J. B. Marble
have arrived and are attending to
details preparatory to opening Ran
geley Lake House for the season.

t -

[Catering to “ Up State” FolksS

ISCHASEHOUSE!

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

6
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wear. Such things may be purchased falls, or “ drop” them over by means game diminish, see the taxes
La.
Many a
“ tenderfoot” crease, watch fool law after
at a reasonable rate of expenditure. of a rope.
fool
Guides may here be bad, possessing like myself enjoys the risk of “ run law become enacted, Like a criminal,
the vitally necessary knowledge of ning a rapid,” or bad fall just for every time one goes fishing by some
the country; and cun at all times the sake of the “ cheers” from other czar of a game warden? These are
I. T H E ALGONQUIN N A T IO N A L originality and' charm.
Also in the
be relied upon to see one through, iin members of the party, at our fool the questions the sportsmen ane askPARK.
various lakes and streams of this
an honesty that is religion with hardiness.
ing.
When the hunting season is
preserve are found the salmon trout,
woodsmen.
It was getting near noon, and the on why should the game wardens be
equally opportunate to the considera
By Robert Page Lincoln
I seconded placed to guard private property dur
From the viewpoint of the camper, guide proposed lunch.
tion and respect of the touring ang
This great preserve offers more
the ing the week and ’allow the entire
ler.
The small-mouth bass fishing and fisherman, this preserve offers the motion with alacrity as
of an inducement to outdoor pilgrims
is another thing that must be remem exceptional opportunities. Here one strain of keeping the canoe upright territory surrounding to go unpatrolthan any other piece of territory in
It may be all' right, but for
bered; they are always sound-bodied, may locate his camp, im almost any had exhausted me, as well as given ed?
t h ' United States, or Canada. As
We stopped two years the Berkshire game ward
vigorous fellows, with vim and pug section, and realize much pleasure. me a mighty appetite.
suredly its fame rests upon
the
a ens have been gathered to watch
bad on the bank of the stream in
naciousness throughout their
whole The flies and mosquitoes are
fact that it is almost practically a
make-up when you get them at the during certain months of the sum beautiful spot, where arching trees Whitney’s 14,000 acres and all the
complete wilderness, with unbounded
overhead, rest o f Berkshire was left unprotect
end of your bamboo.
Also here will mer, generally, the latter half
of formed a leafy canopy
opportunities to those who wish, to
Then comes the deer legislat
be found the large-mouth black bass June, and July, and August, but by spreading their drooping branches far ed.
fish, and fish well, in
thoroughly
Everyone
The other two ion of the past week.
(mycropterous salmoddes) and with using preventative methods, such as out over the stream.
wild waters, or who wish something
beached knows that it is a gift to the farm
your artificial lures, and bait
rod, various adaptable tent nettings, one canoes in our party soon
of the true primeval,
wherein to
you will spend many hours in per may be well protected.
Then, there near our own, and we all enjoyed the er, or any unprincipled landowner,
study nature, camping, or canoeing
and means an extermination of the
fect pleasure in perfectly wild sur are many appliances that may be lunch.
those immaculate stretches of pure
roundings.
purchased
that
may
be
put
on
the
“ Coffee, hardtack and corned-beef deer by the few to the exclusion
cold lake waters.
This
national
face,
and
the
exposed
limbs
to
keep
Truly,
this
preserve
has
innumer
would
seem a pretty poor
layout of the legitimate and regular sports
game preserve contains in the neigh
away
the
onery
ones.
able
possibilities
and
probabilities,
anywhere
but
here,
wouldn’t
it?
“ said men, and why do our fish and game
borhood of two million acres of land,
The
best
system
the
present
writ
and opportunities to those who are
one of the men, devouring his portion officials stand for tills legislation?
and water.
Every day there are dogs chasing
this with extreme relish.
bent on camping and fishing, nature er has found is contained in
Through this region is found up
deer on East mountain. The farmers
Soak, or dilute a quantity
study, and picture-taking.
Nor do process.
“
What
does
it
matter
how
a
tiling
wards of two thousand lakes and
I alone center upon Algonquin Nat of Epsom salts in water, to form a tastes, anyway?” I exclaimed. “ I complain constantly of this nuisance,
streams, where good fishing, for som
solution. could eat birch bark and be thank and it is known that many of
the
ional Park.
Far from it.
North, well-impregnated, strong
variety of fish, may always be had.
young deer are killed by these dogs.
south, w?st and east, in this favoured Bathe the naked body in this well, fu l!”
Here the game is allowed absolute
This
Occasionally one is driven into town
east country of Canada, there are and let it dry on the body.
protection, which is in itself a bles
“ That’s the idea!
said the guide,
and killed where people know the
found immense unspotted territories done, it will form a powdery coating
sing; for the preserve is vastly great,
with a grin, “ you’re losing
your
circumstances, but more often noth
where one may indulge himself in th over the skin, which, as a rule, the
sc wild, that animals have here a
“
tenderfoot”
ways
fast.
I
noticed
ing is known of the killing until
best of Nature’s handicraft and work flies, and gnats, and mosquitoes, will
chance to recuperate the lost and de
Especially care for the you handled that “ setting-pole” pret-; some wandering berrypicker finds a
manship.
It has an unsoiled perfec not assail.
creasing numbers without restricting
of ty handy.”
skeleton on the mountains.
This
tion.
If you wish to go north, you face, the most vulnerable part
hindrance.
But good fishing may
I was delighted with this bit of raft of useless dogs operates in the
the
anatomy
in
this
manner.
The
have
but
to
follow
the
needle
of
the
always be had here.
Brook trout
reticent, j
writer has found it a solution worthy praise from our usually
waste lands between East mountain
fishing lists at par excellence, and compass along some wild water, and
guide, and felt equal to any hard
of
note.
Anyone
locating
a
camp
and the Boston and Albany rail
if
you
have
the
demanded
nerve,
certainly any angler coming into this
on one of the many breeze-blown is ship where I might exhibit my new road, and one cannot go into the
region, this summer, should include winter will find you where but few
lands of the many lakes in this ly-acquired skill.
hills without hearing the oliase on
among liis appliances a bamboo, or men ever tread; where the very si
“ It’ s time w e’re off,” said another
territory,
will find that the insect
lence
of
silence
speaks;
where
soli
somewhere
in the deserted section.
steel, fly-rod.
Of course the brook
more
pests are not so likely to surround! guide, and as we had many
When do we hear of a worthless dog
trout are best taken in the month tude reigns in unstained magnificence;
In this country there is much; miles to go, we left the charming being killed for chasing deer? One
The Algonquin National Park
is j them.
of May in this region, and also good
our
in
the
way
of bird study, animal ob-: place where we had eaten
of our farmers says that dogs go
around the first of June, but
from tapped by the Grand Trunk Railway;
“snack,”
and
plunged
into
the
un
servation, and plant and flowers wid-[
into
the mountains every day, and
and
if
one
will
make
the
Joe
Lake
then on the speckled beauties lie
ely distributed for the indulgence of known terrors of the remainder of that toward night they may be seen
id le .4 In September the fishing a- station, on the Ottawa Division, his
the botanist.
As a center of at-1 our trip.
sneaking home, jaded and tired from
gain becomes good, and many catch-1 starting point he may go in any di
traction
to
the
prospective outer I ! It was more than fascinating to ru the chase.
The state is paying good
rection, and find the best outlay aes may be made.
of
certainly recommend this region for the gauntlet of a stream as full
money to prevent these things and
waiting
his
attention,
.
From
tills
Often these eccentric fish,
lie!
lurking pitfalls as this one
con-!
the sportsmen are naturally asking
monumental revdewal.
deep, and means must then be put point a canoe trip of
taiued; it was fearful and exciting
But
a
short
distance
from
the
sta-!
why they are continued?
beauty
may
be
taken,
north
to
the
forth to get them out of their slumb
tion hotel one will find
Cranberry1work, and I, for one, was glad en
ers and inattention.
Lake
trout; border with scarcely any inconven
ough when we came at last to the . It is the belief among most of the
South from Joe Lake Lake, one of the most picturesque
fishing is here recognized at
its ient portages.
swift,
dark water that bore our can fishermen that the ponds which have
great
station one may progress to Crown and attractive lakes in this
never been stocked, closed and tam
best.
game sanctuary.
Woods of primitive oes under the shadow of a marnmot
pered with are tire , ones which to
Such tackle should be included as Lake, outside of the Park, and find
beauty flank it, and here one will rock, about four hundred feet high.
day give the best fishing.
There
will be proper for taking this fish. |there some of the best of Canadian
We
leaped
lightly
ashore,
realizing
find many various varieties of flow
is
evidence
enough
to
support
some
Perhaps the whole of enjoyment in fishing.
that our experience was at an end,
At the Joe Lake station is found ers in all their beauty. The trilli-i
of this belief, but in the majority
fishing for larger fish lies in
the
but
one
long
to
be
remembered.
urns, the trailing arbutus the purej
of the cases the good fishing lakes
manner of tackle you use.
Given excellent hotel accommodations for
white starwort, the demure orchid, j In the cool shadows of the evening
the
convenience
of
travellers
and
for
are those which it is hard to get
light tackle, good conditions
for
we
gathered
round
our
fire,
prepared:
lady slippers and flowering huckle-1
to, where there has been less ii>hiDfv
catching your fish, with keenness and those who wish to outfit on the spot, I
berry Lake, and but a short distance our supper, and ate it with untold and in which: people were not inter
here
will
be
found
everything
nec-l
patience to back you up, there is;
find the redberried wintergreen, and satisfaction—the fact that the same1ested enough to petition that they
always found in this branch of the essary for an outing, from tents, to
our;
the partridge berry.
Next to Cran kind of food had constituted
tackle,
provisions,
and
garments
of!
be stocked.
This idea is
further
pastime a certain degree of marked
berry Lake and but a short distance, noon lunch, making no difference; it
carried out in the trout brooks. Thou
was
“
filling,”
and
tasty
to
every;
comparatively from the station, you
sands upon thousands of fry, fingerwill locate Polly Lake, and
next,! one of us, hungry as we were, after
lings
and pound trout have been put
after a portage, Linda Lake, and our day’s work and sport combined.
into some of the streams, the TyOne
of
the
guides
told
us
some
in
then Iris Lake, this last one but
and
cascades; ringham brook, for instance,
eight miles from your starting point, j teresting facts about the
fishermen tell us the fishing
is
and
falls’
of
Maine
rivers,
as
we!
and that also in perfectly wild sur
(Poorer this year than ever
before.
stretched out on the soft leaves,)
roundings.
Why? Washington mountain
and
So on, and on, one may take his smoking our pipes, and enjoying the
Bearton streams are in very much
way, and always find himself brought; delicious relaxation that comes only,
the same condition.
face to face with beauty in all its to people who work hard and “hap
These complaints have been com
picturesqueness.
Deer and moose pily” in the outdoor air.
Those inter
“ It often
happens,” said
the ing for a long time.
are repeatedly met with; the wolves
ested
in
fish
and
game
and
in sport*
seventy
mile
bowl by night, and the slap of he guide, “ that in a
beaver’s tail upon the water is Some stretch of river water, there will be men’s clubs have had their hands
thing that carries to your conscious ten or eleven falls, anywhere from full to keep the dissenter’s quiet, in
ness the fact that ** is very wild in twenty to sixty feet high; the cas-1 the hope that everything would come
In the meantime
deed.
The beaver is protected in cades being too numerous to
men out all aright.
the
army
of
dissenters
has been
the park, and they have increased to tion—the Almighty just threw them
a great extent; in fact it has been in for “ good measure,” I suppose,” growing larger and larger, and many
necessary for the management
of he chuckled.
“ Then again,
some of those who have been most en
state's
the park to set their rangers
to falls are like stairs, rising one above thusiastic and loyal to the
trapping some of them out,
which another, each stair about three feet policy have grown critical and some
lias been done.
This park region, high, then a stretch of level
water become discouraged of ever bringing
with its great number of wild ani about ten feet, then another stair, back the conditions desired by the
Is famous pie-crust flour
They have tried to ex
mals makes it an e-uellent place ter and so on.
Some parts of the riv sportsmen.
— makes it tender and light
plain
the
situation
by citing
the
the
man
who,
with
a
flashlight
cam
ers have such a swift current, and
and flaky and perfectly di
larger number of gunmen and fish*
era,
wishes
to
get
pictures
of
ani
such
high
falls,
that
canoeing
is
im
gestible. Just as good for
(Continued on Page Severn)
mals by night.
This idea is steadily possible; the rapids axe
furious
bread and cake and biscuits
growing in favour, and many are try enough for most “ tendeorfeet,”
eh,
and whatever you are baking.
ing it every year.
It is indeed a Frank?”
And the most economical flour
shame that only one out of ten of the
“ They kept me busy, “ I answer
m i l l e d — g i v e s you most
inimitable photos, taken by experts, ed,” but I shall never forget the fun
loaves to the sack.
in wild regions, ever see print. Cer of the experience, yo<u just bet!”
Your grocer keeps William
tainly, there is nothing so education
Tell. Insist on it next time
al and inspiring as a perfect phoito. A G IT A T I O N IN M AS SAC H US ETTS
you order flour,
It properly accomplishes what one
OVER FISH AN D GAME
c. h . McK e n z i e t r a d i n g co .f P h i l l i p s , m a i n e .
fails to understand in the medium of
L EG IS LA TIO N .
print.
Anyone, going into this re
gion, or any wild region, for that
There is no denying the fact that
"" Catches by the neck or body in
matter, should have his camera with there is a spirit of dissatisfaction, astead of the feet, killing: instantly
without injuring: the pelt. A hu
him.
mong the sportsmen of the state re
mane feature that is very com
mendable; B E SID E S IT S A V E S
garding results.
Fish and
game
E V E R Y FUR FOR T H E T R A P 
RUNNING T H E RAPIDS
PE R . The only trap ever con
have been getting scarce while ex
structed with a D O U B L E T R IP
Jules Pepin
penditure has been on the Increase.
A C T IO N , a bait trigger and a foot
of Auburn, Maine, finds no other
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
(Continued from nose three).
The honest sportsmen is asking him
ing: furs of mink, skunk, "c o o n ” ,
dyspepsia medicine so good as
rough boulders and falls, and above self how much longer and how much
etc. There is no esoape. the trap
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
per gets every pelt.
all, trying to select the best channel, more expense there is likely to be
By relieving indigestion, it pre
M M F brings illustrated Guide
kept the guide and myself, on a before there will be signs of better
U I ™l L giving the first time in
vents the constipation, bilious
print the treasured secrets of the
keen lookout every minute of
the fishing and better hunting?
ness, headache and dizziness,
wisest old trappers In this country.
Are
It’s worth'jdollars to you.
that so quickly follow a disor
time.
Occasionally, I would plant the methods which we are inaugurat
dered stomach.
the “ setting-pole” 1 firmly, and hold ing and maintaining calculated to
“ I write to tell you that we have made use
of ‘ L . F .’ Atwood’ s Medicine for four
the canoe until we had decided on produce the results we are
after?
years, and we are able to say that it is a rem
edy without equal for dyspepsia. For rne
the safer of two channels—making a Are the sportsmen’s clubs thorougflv
and my family itisatreasu re in the house.”
choice being almost a useless pro out the state giving their time
[signed] J u l e s P bpiN
and
Get the b ig bottle to-day at your
ceeding since danger lurked all a- money to a wrong policy, or is it
dealers—
35c.
A
sk us to send a
TRAPPERS'. SUPPLYJGO.,
BoxW,: OAK PARR, ILL.
F R E E sample if you’ve never
bout us, in every direction.
Some because we are impatient? How much
Used
‘ L. F. ’ b e f o r e .
guides “ lead” their canoes
over longer must we see the fish
“ L. F.” Medicine- Go.. Portland, Me*
and

FROM AN ANGLER’S NOTE BOOK

FLOUR

A

M AIN E WOODS, PHILLIP S, MAINE, AP RIL 23, 1914
MAKE C A N A L ZON E
BIRDS.

H A V E N FOR of wild animals and birds, in acquir meet.
mean), but riding over it in the or
ing a knowledge of their habits and
dinary way, well it is a unique ex
finallv in getting a sufficiently sat
Exportations of black, silver and perience that’s all.
Camera and Accessories Can be so isfactory and enduring trophy, may other foxes, and, in fact, all fur-bear
We struck mud too, dearie,
and
Arranged as to Record Likeness
create the impression that I look ing animals beyond the limits of Al such mud oozy, goozy, sticky, thick,
of Any Living Thing.
with considerable
disfavor
upon berta, is discouraged by the provin awful, mud.
They teay that it never
those who hunt with a deadlier wea cial government, which announces in dries up ard I believe them. I ex
Very much to the contrary the current issue of the
George Shiras, 3rd, who has just pon
Alberta pected at every turn to see a mud
arrived in Panama to assist
Col. is the ease whenever the sportsman Gazette, published in Edmonton, that factory in full blast turning out tons
Goethals in making the Canal zone shoots in moderation and is willing in the future, permits, costing $100: of the stuff.
More than once, the
a large and safe haven for birds and to co-operate in the efforts to con- each, will he required for every black; awful jolting tempted me to get out
animals, is the originator of night serve the game supply by
shorter or silver fox taken out of the prov and walk and if I could have had
photography o f wild animals
and seasons> by th'e establishments
of ince.
The cost of permits
for access to my nice long
walking
the pioneer hunter with the camera, j garne refuges, and in the elimination other species is fixed at $15 each. boots, which were comfortably re
says the Bangor Commercial. When of t‘lx'e toarket hunter.
The senti- Attention is also directed to
other posing in my trunk, lashed at the
in Congress he was the author of mentalist ^ho decries the killing of amendments as follows:
rear of our mudmobile, with many
the original bills putting migratory all game birds and animals is not
(1) Any and every person, firm! stout ropes, I should have tried it,
fish and birds under Federal con infrequently one who grumbles when or company establishing or operating; hut I certainly did feel helpless in my)
trol, the bill pertaining to
birds a joint is tough because the lamb a game or fur farm for the rearing* Patent leather pumps so that anybecoming a law last year, under the was not killed earlier in its gam- of any fur-bearing animal must ob thing but the backboard was out of
name of the Weeks-McLean bill. He *Jcds'
'Flbie successful wing-shot, who tain a permit to sell or export any the question.
has also suggested a series of inplucking from (the adir
a such animals subject to the provis
They say that human beings can
ter national agreements
to protect bxrd on
meteoric flight across the ions of the game act and these reg- get used to anything and I believe it
birds migrating between nations, in s*'y’ can’
be tries, capture one, ulations, and such persons, firm op is true, for after about a mile
of
a brief filed with the Senate.
a dozein> or 100 within the confines company or manager of any game or! agony, I got on to the trick, 'so to
Mr. Shiras’ most recent contribu- J a ^nsitve plate, while a marsh |fur farm, shall on the first day of j speak and let myself “ go” as the
tion on the subject of the newest ‘ ne or the rollwiJ breakers give January and JuIy in eaoh and every driver had counseled.
It was not
form of sport, camera-hunting, is i n ;3; ,Me view in striking contrast t o ;year forward to the department of [nearly so bad after that, and surely
the shape of a communication
to tJie Path'etic heap of blood-stained, agriculture a statement showing the there wras plenty to interest me.
the National Geographic society at* lumP ed feathers marking at the number of animals in his, their or
We passed through a little place
Washington, D. C.
He opens up a c|ose ot a hay the accuracy of his its possession or on the said farm,
(Loon Lake, I think Bob said it was
wide range of possibilities for the a’ra'
t<X) >^ie big-game hunter, their age, species, sex and
from
called) where' there were cozy log
sportsman and throws new light on rewaiPded in his ^uest for an antler- whom procured, and the number of
the proper way to “ teach young ed head, may continue cn during the animals which have died during the cabins and a log postoffice so that
Ideas lvow to shoot.”
remainder of his woodland visit tak- previous six months, and the cause it reminded me of the pictures of
“ A camera and accessories can be,
many more, but in a way that of death, such statement to be in .a “ a frontier settlement in the early
fifties” in my good old United 'States
so arranged that any animal or bird Iieither. lessens life nor the enjoy- form provided by the department.
history at school.
After passing
and many a reptile, however large or ment ol tlie hunter.
(2) Any person applying for a through the little
settlement
we
small, agile or cunning, may have
-------------------------------permit to export fur-bearing ani plunged right into the deep
woods
its
picture faithfully recorded, dur- FIRST ANNUAL BANQUET OF AL- mals reared on game or fur farms
again and of course there was our
ing daylight or darkness,
without
must pay a fee of $15 for each ani old friend corduroy once more.
PINE C L U B OF CAN ADA.
the immediate presence of a human
mal to be so exported, except in the
, „
,
But it was beautiful and I enjoyed
assistant,” writes Mr. Shiras. “To
...
..
. ..
,
.
Good fellowship and cameraderie, case of musk-rats, when the fee forJ it
in spite of the horrors of
the
meet the difficulties, 1 have devel
such
permit
shall
be
at
the
rate
of
road
Great trees on either side
oped methods suitable' to the habits ! born in the silent places amidst the $1 a dozen or fraction of a dozen.
of us almost like a wall, and you
of each animail.
In the main, , ™ cw clad peaks and nourished at the
(3)
In the case of permits to
have used many o f the devices
of, cam|1' t e “ the vast w" « rn6ss ° r take for scientific or other purposes1could look down through the “ isles of
the forest” as the poets say and im
thd trapper rather than the hunter, |mo™tam forests, swift rivers, tombling falls and shimmering
lakes, obtained pursuant to the provisions agine you saw all sorts of things.
substituting the automatic camera
°
’ 0f section 27 of the tramp act the1” 1''—
frr the tn n
and urine the same were the predominating features c f101 section
o the game act, the
^ ^ e did see something too for
for the trap ana u.m g tne saane|..............
_ .
. . . .
__ animals may be sold or exported only!
baits and scents in favorable local-! tbe first annual banquet of the Ed- in accordance with the understanding the driver pointed nonchalantly to
said
ities and during the season of the monton section of the Alpine Club under which said permit was obtain j the left, with his whip and
year when success is likely. Some oX Canada in the Hudsonia the night ed; provided, however, in the case of j “ See that deer.”
I did not see any deer so
Boh
who take up camera-,hunting become j of Marcb 28> E- F- Fuller, chairman special circumstances the minister of
broke in.
“ Right there” lie whisfodiscouraged by early failures and are (>x tbe secti°<n, presiding,
agriculture may modify such condi
I ered, and indicated a place where
unable to see how such an instru-l Forty members and guests of the tions
ment can ever be a satisfactory eub-j cJub were seated at tbe tables- w bicbi (4)‘
Tlle capture purchase sale an oW log covered
Sreen moss
+
" j1cr export, of. any animal
’
f ,v_ tne
+ho sportsman
e n r v r t ^ ms a n mgun.;
i n l were decorated
with
.’
stitute tor
__ the club colors,,
contrary
to *lay stretched out on the ground aStill
Others continue on until won over by ^ een gray and white and flowers ^ provlsions of the game act or of;Ibout a hundred feet from us.

7
me that it was the hotel. It looked
exactly like a dilapidated old barn.
We rolled up to the side where there
was a sign which . indicated
the
“ office” and a tall, broad shouldered
chalp, in khaki trousers and a grey
flannel shirt dashed out and shook
Unde Jo by the hand.

“ Mr. Raymond I sure am glad to
see you,” he said, and you are look
ing well too.”
He helped us out
and then Uncle introduced me.
“ Diana,” said he, “ this is
Mr.
Bangs, the proprietor.”
Mr. Bangs shook my hand cordial
ly and said he was glad to
meet
me, and he acted as if he meant it
too.
He was so altogether
nice
and agreeable, and pleasant, that I
forgot the look of the awful old ho
tel, and the pain in my poor back
and my quaking knees, and just knew
that I was going to like this place
and everything connected with it.
He ushered us into the office and it
was cozy, just nice and
homelike,
and not at all in keeping with the
dilapidated exterior.
It was prettily
furnished, in mission style, and in
the big fireplace an enormous log
sputtered and sent out a very grate
ful warmth.
There were three or
four men seated around the fire and
when they saw Uncle Jo they
ail
clustered about him and shook hands
and joked and laughed and it seem
ed to me that I never was introduc
ed to so many jolly gentlemen in so
short a space of time in my life. I
wondered if there were any women
in the place at all.
Unc'le finally broke away long en
ough to go over to the desk
and
register.
I “ peeked” at the entry
as I was fearful that he would put
us down as “ John Raymond
and
niece” the way he always registers
“ John Raymond and wife” when he
and auntie go away anywhere
to
gether.
My fears were unfounded,
however, for he made the
entry
just as I wanted; his name then mine
underneath that; hut it surprised me
to see that he Lad entered “ Boh
Whitman Guide,” just as if
Bob
were a chauffeur or a maid like a
common servant, when he
really
isn’t a regular servant at all. They
all do it though and perhaps
the
the attractiveness of a contest w h e r e Tbe elub colors were also worn b
y
regulations is prahiMted a n d 1 coulcl 3101 see anything unusua1’
guides like it that way.
success costs no life or an awkward-) the diners.
Names of the peaks any
c
sold or I)U’rchas- and then ray si®bt sort of came to
(To be Continued in Next Issue)
ly handled camera leaves no wound-1visited were allotted to the various. ed contrary to the provision,s of the me with a rusb and 1 saw ber> or
dishes
served.
.
„
.
.
.
,
.rath
er
him,
for
it
had
horns
(that’s
ed animal to die a lingering death.”
game act or of these regulations shal
.’
. ,
genders isn’t at.) A G IT A T IO N IN M A S S A C H U S E TTS
Mr. Shiras sets his camera
and1 f he toast list included the follow- be forfeited to the crown in the same rattier mixed
He stood just back
OVER FISH AND GAME
flashlight before darkness. A string *nS'Alpine Club of
Canada, manner and under the same proced Such a sight.
L EGIS LA TION .
across' the runway, along which the Proposed by J. C. McDougall and re ure as is provided for in this case on of the log, and looked right at us
and game under the provisions of section not seeming to mind the noise of
animal is expected to come, or a plied to by Rev. A. M. Dallas
Then sud
bait connected by a cord with the Stanley L. Jones of Calgary; “ The 34 of the game act, and the offend the huckhoard one bit.
(Continued from cage 6.)
shutter and flash apparatus are ail Active Members of Cathedral Camp, er shall be liable to the punishment denly, he took fright at something ermen, but it is not a satisfactory
and away he jumped his white tail
the said ^
the mechanical contrivances neces 1913,” proposed by Neville R. Lindsry; provMed
explanation, and by trying to believe
waving
up and down like a flag of
and
replied
to
by
Miss
K.
Walker,
j
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
sary.
He lets the animal do the
they were too impatient, while the
truce, as he ran.
It gave me a
Miss E. M. Rife and W. W. Gould;
rest.
KENNEBAGO LE TTE R S
game grows less each year.
queer sensation.
“That would have
S.
“ I think very few persons
sus “ Our Guests,” proposed by P.
There is something fundamental
been
an
easy
shot,”
said
Uncle
Jo.
(Continued from page three).
pect the abundance of night-loving Bailey and replied to by Prof. J. A.;
“ Shot,” I exclaimed, “ how could ly wrong with our policy in fish and
animals in the vicinity cf country Allan; and “ The Ladies,” proposed! what he said.
Then I
realized,
game legislation, our attitude i.n pro
homes, where there is a dense thick-1 by A. S. Matheson and replied to by* with a rush, that he was certainly you think of killing such a wonder
pagation and our enforcement of
ful
creature.”
et a swamp cr a rocky ravine,” be JMrs. D. Davies and Miss J. English. [ a really truly hero.
You talk about
The money expended is suf
heroes of every day life,
my
“ If you ever tracked one of ‘em laws.
continues.
“ I have set cut e v e r y ! Musical selections were given by the1the
’
ficient to establish a
propagating
for
about
nine
miles
through
swamps,
driver
friend
surely
is
at
the
head
winter for several years past a cam- Misses McNee,' Speckman,
Jean
station larp'e enough to go a long
and
over
windfalls,
you’d
be
ready
of
his
class.
Stuart
and
A.
C.
McNee,
and
the
era and flashlight in the town of Or
grand way toward supplying Berkshire with
“ How do you like this huckhoard to shoot if it was you own
mond Beach,
Florida,
within 100 Hudsonia orchestra.
fish and game for the table; large
mother,”
chuckled
Bob
riding,
Miss
Morgan,”
Bob
asked.
Arthur G. Wheeler, director
of
yards of a dozen cottages and a
enough to stock the entire state with
But
he
didn’t
change
my
opinion,
“
Simply
stunning,”
I
replied.
the
Alpine
club
of
Canada,
was
un
great winter hotel harboring a thou
fry
and young birds.
Instead of es
and
I’m
sure
I
never
could
sihoot
“ There was a feller came ulp here
sand guests and employes. Nearly able to be present, but he sent an
tablishing such a businesslike sta
to
Ken
neb
ago
once,”
he
said,
“
and
one.
interesting
and
encouraging
mes
every night came the burst of a
We came to a spring by the side tion, we are squandering it in infer
brilliant light betwixt an
orange sage, in which he reported on the when he' got there it took six doc
of
the road where they had •hollow ior experimental stations and paying
tors
to
set
his
joints
in
place.
They
grove and a thicket.
During
33 j camps of 1913 and briefly outlined
it to wardens to watch brooks which
nights in 1913 the negatives showed the work for 1914, when the
Yoho rolled him out of the buckboard like ed out a log for a drinking trough
have comparatively no fish in them;
The
driver
pulled
up
the
horses
and
a
sack
o’
meal.
Every
joint
in
his
12 skunks, nine of which were of valley will he visited, also referring
we are making laws on laws while
different markings; four coons, three to the progress made by the organi body was dislocated and he had let them have a good long drink, and the fish and game grows less
and
I
guess
they
needed
it,
poor
brutes.
possums, one cat, one pointer dog, zation throughout the Dominion' of swallowed nine of his teeth.”
less.
Is it not time for the sports
They
say
that
a
team
only
lasts
“
You’re
wasting
time
if
you’re
try
two rabbits and four wood-rats; yet Canada.
and
three seasons on these
buckboard men, citizens and state fisih
“ Metaphorically we clasp
each ing to scare m e,” I laughed.
neither the visitors,
natives
nor
game
commission
to
wake
up
to
roads.
Three
minutes
would
be
He chuckled. “Wait a few minu
caretakers in this vicinity ever en others’ hands,” he said, “ and feel
the fact that results are not forth
about
as
long
as
one
of
our
pantpere
tes,”
(he
replied.
I
waited
and
it
again the thrills we have experienced
countered any of these animals.
coming to the satisfaction of those
enchanted really did get worse, for we struck coach horses could stand it.
“ The feeling I so strongly express in those wonderful and
most interested, and change
our
After
a
little
rest
we
started
on
the
blessed
corduroy.
for the camera as the better medium places, where great and silent peaks,
policy
so
that
we
may
obtain
desir
Now, Jerry, I never did like cor- again and wound along over the end
white
for testing one’s skill in the pursuit wrapped in mantles of pure
Isn’t it just possible
You remember the suit of of a thickly wooded ridge and Bob able results.
snow and oft hidden in billows of durov.
that if we netted a few politics out
said
that
it
would
be
all
down
hill
tha*
material
that
I
had
once
and
clouds, have gazed for eons of time
of this fish and game business we
M APS OF MAINE
Well I hate a cor-1 to the lake
on primeval forest, glimmering lake how I hated it.
would eventually have something to
duroy
road
just
as
touch.
j
I
felt
relieved
for
the
sake
of
the
- RESORTS A N D ROADS and foaming torrent.”
You see, to quote the driver again, Ihorses.
The road improved
too, show for our money besides a great
The Alpine club of Canada tried
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries the experiment of two camps, situ “ where they build a road like 'this |and there was no more
corduroy. mesh of laws and a few fish.
for maps of the fishing regions of the
Sportsmen in Berkshire, number
and tlirj'i'/1- the deep woods they some Actually those darling beasts started
state, etc. We can furnish the follow ated at points widely distant,
Talk about endurance. The ed among the disgruntled, are not
both were successes.
Tlhe one at times comes to swamps an’ bogs an’ to run.
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50 Cathedral Mountain was the
best sech like. They can’t build a driver held them in, however, and opposed to the present fish and game
Somerset County
.50
commissioners, hut believe that they
regular road so they just naturally kept them at a steady walk.
canup
the
club
ever
had,
195
persons,
Oxford County
,50
have
been hampered and cajoled in
“
They’d
kill
themselves
if
I
let
Piscataquis County
.50 including 19 from Edmonton, being has to build an old corduroy.”
to
doing
many costly things which
‘em,”
he
volunteered.
Just
when
I
Aroostook County
.50 placed under canvas.
It
is
really
very
simple
you
see
The Robson
They be
Washington County
.50 camp, in the Canadian Rockies, west after all.
There are plenty
of was beginning to tire of the same are not result getters.
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
lieve
the
commisisicn
would
be only
ness
of
the
ride
and
the
slow
Geological map of Maine
.35 cf Edmonton, was also a magnificent trees so they just cut some down and
tco glad to establish a large produc
progress
we
were
making,
we
came
lay
them
acroiss
the
swampy
land
success,
the
crowning
feat
being
R. R. map of Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.35 the attainment of the highest point and then by the use of a supreme suddenly on a little clearing, turned ing station and cut off some of the
Cumberland County
-35 of the great snow-covered mass
by amount of nerve, call it a road. It sharply to the left, and there a few unnecessary expenses which politics
Hancock County
*50
makes not a bit of difference
to hundred yards ahead of us stretched have thrust upon them.— Springfield
one
of
the
club
parties.
The
placing
Kennebec County
-35
that Republican.
eight a grassy meadow, and beyond
Knox County
.
-35 of the camp at Robson was an ex them that one tree may he
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35 pensive (undertaking, but thanks to inches through and the next
one the dimpling blue waters of the
Penobscot County
-50 the liberal generosity of the British laid alongside of it two inches or most beautiful lake you ever saw,
Every Issus of Maine Woods Car
Waldo County
*35
all sparkly in the sunlight.
ries a Fresh Whiff of the
Pino
York County
*35 Columbia and Alberta governments, so it is a road just the same and if
At the left of the meadow stood Tree State with it. Why Not Sub
no
the Grand Trunk Pacific railway and one were a bird or an angel,
J. W B R A C K E T T CO., the members attending the camp, the doubt, one could get quite a lot of a ramshackle looking building, and scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
Phillips,
Maine. club was able to make both ends pleasure (looking down on it I my heart sank when the driver told the Year.
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Where To Go In iMaine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling, etc.

roads of southern IdahcT are in a
frightful condition for nine months
out of twelve; from the time they dry
up in the spring until about June they
are in fair condition, but after that
they are so full of “chuck holes” as
to render them discouraging to a light
rig driving fast, or to a heavily loaded
wagon. By the use of Mr. Taylor’s
chuck hole filler this can be eliminated
—it fills all holes, leaving the road
smooth after the passing of the ve
hicle.
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Jackman, Maine

H. P. M cK E N N E Y , P roprietor,

Write for booklet.

AP RIL 23, 1914

COME TO OTTER POND
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state
through May and June. For particulars write

George H. McKenney, Prop.,

YORK CAM PS,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

J o h n © a r v i l l e ’s © a m p s
at S p rin g L ake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
SAD D LEBACK

LAKE

CAM PS.

In the

Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas, Maine

JIM POND G A M P S
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W E S T END
H O TE L
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

Write

Caratunk, Maine.

C o p y r ig h t, 1914, b y P a n a m a -P a c if ic I n t e r n a tio n a l E x p o s itio n Co.

PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up

to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
Send for circular and reference.
C. A. SPAULDING, Caratunk. Maine.

CANADA AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EX
POSITION, SAN FRANCISCO, 1915.

The G arry P on d G am ps
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
fishing and good accommodations.
Send for Booklet.
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

P

JONES’ CAMPS

Evelyn—I’m awfully afraid of light

Fine trout and salmon Ashing. ning.
Myrtle—I don’t see why you should
Good accommodations for ladies
be.
and gentlemen. Address
Evelyn—Why not?
GEO. C. JONES,
Mosquito,

-

Maine.

01D RANGELEY PLACE FOR RENT

Seven room house newly furnished and re
modeled. One and one-half miles from Range
ley village, on main road. Boat landing. Fine"
view of lake. One-half mile to same. Barn for
horses or autos. Modern plumbing. Wood and
ice. Telephone furnished. Apply to
LEON D. HALEY, Rangeley. Maine

HOTEL MAPLES,
Lake Webb,

Weld, Maine.

Furnished camps to let by the season.

Scamman Bros.
COTTAGE TO RENT
For the Season of 1914
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake.
One of the best log cottages on the
lake and in ideal location. Completely
furnished, running water, baths and
everything in first-class condition. We
have several other very desirable Sum
mer cottages on and near Rangeley
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
able prices.

Furbish & Herrick.

Insurance and Real Estate,
Rangeley,
Maine.

Myrtle— Because there has to be
something attractive even for light
ning.

WORK ROADS IN THE SPRING
Mistake to Put Off Task Until August
or September When Surface Is
Dry, Declare Experts.
(Prepared by the U nited States D ep art
m ent of A gricultu re.)

It is a great mistake to put off
working roads until August or Sep
tember, according to road experts of
the United States department of agri
culture. The roads should be worked
when the soil is damp so as to make
the soil bake when it dries out. If
the roads are worked when they are
dry, it takes more power to draw the
machine and besides dry earth and
dust retain moisture and quickly rut
after rains. The use of clodB, sods,
weeds or vegetable matter in build
ing earth roads should be avoided be
cause they also retain moisture.
If the working of the roads is de
ferred until the latter part of the sum
mer when the surface is baked dry

Camps at Long
Pond.
M any
The best FLY FISHING for
out-lying ponds, trout to be had in Maine at
S. C. HARDEN,
GAttP PHOENIX
Rangeley, Maine
Write for circular

C. A. DAISEY, Prop.,
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleya. Best fishing regionSpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

Norcross,

GOOD

-

-

ROAD-MAKING

Maine.

DEVICE

D E A D R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r* Eustis, Maine.
O U A N A N IC H E LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, W ash in gton Co., Me.

World wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
% N orw a y Pines House ami Camps, Dobsis Lake

Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
fng, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co, Address for particulars W . G.
R O S E . Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st,

Machine Invented by Idaho Man Is
Simple in Construction— Fills
Holes, Smoothing Road.
A road-making device for road
building has been invented and pat
ented by Hugh G. Taylor of Buhl,
Idaho. The machine is simple in con
struction; it is a drag, constructed of
a piece of sheet metal four feet long,
four inches wide by a quarter of an
inch thick, says a writer in the West
ern Farmer. It is attached by means
of rods to either axle of a wagon or

R AN G ELE Y L A K E S
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K ER , Bemis. Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE L AK ES. M AIN E.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N . HILL 4 SON, Managers.
R A N G E LE Y LAK ES.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain,
Maine

CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
flUY GHADOIJRNE, Prop.,
RANGE LEI

Bingham, Maine

TAVERN 8 LAKE VIBW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View Houses
J«ly 1 to Oct.
Beat fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

buggy, and drags Immediately behind
the wheel, smoothing the track and
inclining loose dirt toward the center
of the road-bed. At the outer end of
the drag is a disk which serves to
cut down the sides of the track.
Mr. Taylor has one of these ma
chines attached to his mountain hack,
and it attracts a great deal of atten
tion. Good road advocates in south
ern Idaho are enthusiastic about the
machine; it has been proposed by
them that the county commissioners
buy them m large dots and let them
crat to every farmer who will agree to
use them, rebating the user on his
road tax.
It Is a well-knowp faot that the

The King Road Drag.
and hard, they are not only difficult
to work, but the work is unsatisfac
tory when done. Earth which is loose
and dry will remain dusty as long as
the dry weather lasts, and then turn
to mud as the rains begin. By using
the road machine in the spring while
the soil is soft and damp, the surface
Is more easily shaped and soon packs
down into a dry hard crust which is
less liable to become dusty in sum
mer and muddy in winter.
Repairs to roads should be made
when needed and not once a year
after crops are laid by. Because of
its simplicity, efficiency and cheap
ness, the split-log drag or some sim
ilar device is destined to come into
more and more general usa With
the drag properly built and Its use
well understood, "the maintenance of
earth and gravel roads becomes a sim
ple and inexpensive matter.
Care
should be taken to make the log so
light that one man can lift It with
ease, as a light drag can be drawn by
two medium sized horses and re
sponds more readily to various meth
ods of hitching and the shifting posi
tion of the operator than a heavier
one. The best material for the drag
is a dry cedar log, though elm, wal
nut, box elder or soft maple are ex
cellent. Oak, hickory or ash are too
heavy. The log should he from seven
to ten feet long, and from eight to
ten inches In diameter. It should be
split carefully as near the center as
possible and the heaviest and best
slab chosen for the front. When the
soil is moist, but not sticky, the drag
does the best work. As the soil In

LANS for the Canadian building at the Panama-Pacific Interna
tional Exposition at San Francisco in 1915 have been approved,
and the work on the great structure has started.

The Canadian Palace, as it is oflicially named, will be one
of the largest and most imposing of the foreign buildings, having a
length of 340 feet, a-width of 240 feet and a height of 50 feet, and will
cost in the neighborhood of $300,000. It will be the largest building
ever erected by Canada at an international exposition, covering 65,000
square feet, and will house one of the most elaborate and comprehen
sive exhibits of the Dominion’s resources and products ever shown on
foreign soil. Six hundred thousand dollars has already been voted by
the Canadian parliament for the building and exhibits, but a further
grant, bringing the appropriation up to $1,000,000, will be recommended
by the government
Canada at the Panama-Pacific Exposition is following the same
policy that has obtained at former expositions—namely, the display of
specimens or exhibits of the natural products of the country—agricul
tural, horticultural, mineral, forest and fisheries—for the purpose of
showing her climatic advantages and her resources to the great number
of people who will visit the Exposition. Attention will be devoted to
transportation facilities, and the railways will be assigned considerable
space in the building. Practically the entire exhibit of Canada at the'
recertt Ghent exposition—and it was conceded by all judges a most
magnificent display—is en route here now, while many new and attrac
tive exhibits are being prepared in the various provinces.
The exhibit will be under the supervision of Colonel William Hutch
ison, who will represent the Dominion government
the field will bake’l f plowed wet, so
the road will bake if the drag is used
on it when it is wet. If the roadway
is full of holes or badly rutted the
drag should be used once when the
road is soft and slushy.
The earth road can best be crowned
and ditched with a road machine and
not with picks and shovels, scoops,
and plows. One road machine with
a suitable power and operator will do
the work of many men with picks and
shovels, and in addition will do it bet
ter. If the road is composed of fine
clay or soil It will sometimes pay to
resurface it with top soil from an ad
jacent field, which has sand or gravel
mixed with it. This method, called
the “ top soil method,” is now in suc
cessful use in Clarke county, Georgia.
Storm water should be disposed of
quickly before it has had time to pene
trate deeply into the surface of the
road. This can be done by giving the
road a crown or slope from the cen
ter to the sides. For an earth road
which is 24 feet wide the center
should be not less than six inches
nor more than 12 inches higher than
the outer edges of the shoulder. The
narrow road which is high in the mid
dle will become rutted almost as
quickly as one which is too flat, for
the reason that on a narrow road all
the traffic is forced to use only a nar
row strip.
Shoulders are often
formed on both sides of the road,
which prevents storm water from
flowing Into the side ditches, retain
ing it in the ruts and softening the
roadway. These ruts and shoulders
can be entirely eliminated with the
road machine or split-log drag.
The width of the earth road will
depend on the traffic. As a rule, 25
or 30 feet from ditch to ditch is
sufficient if the road is properly
crowned. Ordinarily the only ditches
needed are those made with the road
machine which are wide and shallow.
Deep narrow ditches wash rapidly, es
pecially on steep slopes. The earth
road should not be loosened, dug up,
or plowed up any more than is abso
lutely necessary.

RELOCATE MANY OLD ROADS
Department of Agriculture Advises
Cutting Out of Grades on High
ways to Save Horses.
(P repared b y the United States D epart
m en t o f A gricu ltu re.)

The average life of horses and au
tomobiles may be increased and the
cost of hauling reduced, according to
the office of roads of the department
of agriculture, by relocating many old
roads and the more scientific laying
out of new ones. The natural tenden
cy In road building is to build a
straight road, whether it goes over
steep grades or hills, or not, and pull
ing over these grades naturally adds
to the wear and tear on horses and
vehicles.
The doctrine of the office of roads is

that the longest'way around may'often
be the shortest and most economical
way home, and that frequently by
building a highway around a hill or
grade, but little appreciable distance
is added and this is more than offset
by the reduced strain of hauling.
The chief drawback from the farm
owner’s point of view is that the lay
ing out of roads on this principle of
avoiding grades necessitates, in some
cases, running the road through good
farm land or orchards or pastures, in
stead of going around the farm line
and building the road through old
worn-out fields and over rocky knolls.
This, of course, must raise a question
in the mind of the individual land
owner as to wiiether the cutting up of
his property by a road yields him in
dividual advantages and so benefits his
community as to offset the use of such
land for a road, or to overcome the in
convenience of having his land di
vided. In this connection the office of
roads points outMhat the running of a
road and the resulting traffic through
a good farm, where there are good
sheep, cattle, horses, grain, fruit or
vegetables, has a certain advertising
value and in many instances makes
the land more valuable. In other
cases, the importance of such a level
road to the community Is so great that
it might well repay those using the
road to give the farmer the equivalent
in land equally good in place of what
he has sacrificed to the common wel
fare.
At any rate, the office of roads is
now taking special pains to make clear
the economic advantage of avoiding
steep grades in other roads, even at
some sacrifice of better land. Inves
tigation shows that the laying of such
roads over hills has resulted more
from attention to the preservation of
farm lines than from scientific atten
tion to the problem of road building.
According to the testimony of farm
ers consulted, where a horse might be
able to pull 4,000 pounds on a level
road, it would have difficulty in pulling
3,000 pounds up a steep hill. The size
of the load, therefore, tends to be
measured by the grade of the largest
hill on the road to market. In a num
ber of cases actual experiment shows
that the re-locating of roads around
hills has been accomplished, eithef
with no addition in road length in
some instances.^and with the adding
of only a few feet to the highway in
others. The office knows of no case
where a properly re-located road
which has cut out grades has led to
any question as to its material reduc
tion of hauling costs.
Maine Camp Owners and Hotel
Proprietors Who Want to
Reach
People Who Actually Come to Maine
for their Summer Vacations Cannot
Do Better Than Advertise In Maine
Woods.
Don’t Walt Until
the
Season Has Begun.
Send for Ad
vertising Rates To-day.

